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]. ROSS 'BROWNE
I NTH E' ,A PAC HE C 0 U N,T R Y
Editj.by Lina FerguSSon~B~()wne
,

INTRODUCTION

J. Ross Browne's Adyentures in the Apache Country is the account

a

of his experiences on trip he made in 1863-64 with his good friend,
Charles D. Poston, thIOl.i~h the almost completely unknown new
Territory of Arizona. There was at that time not even a ,.territorial
form of government -over this piece of valuable property w~ich, with
its approximate present boundaries, had been in th~ possessilon of the
United States since the Gadsden Purchase of 1853. Congress, indeed'i
seemed scarcely aware. of it as a part of the Union, and beyond dispatchtng a few federal troops for' the protection' of tl~e settlers, ha~
paid it little attention. >- •
Browne had been in An-zona in 1860, reporting to the government
on Indian affairs, and he states that' by then the rumors' of 'Arizona's
great mineral wealth had attracted capital and miners to the new land,
machinery was being brought in, mines were -operating, and ore was .
exported, all with incredible difficultyi and risk. B~t 'ry'ith the outbrea~
of the Civil War in April 1861, '.'th~ only Federal ttoops in the'Territory sham~fully and without' cause abandoned it." .The few remaining loyal citizens and traders 'were .thus,left with no"protection whatever against the murderous Apaches and Sonorans and fled from the
country as f~l~t as'they were able. "The hostile Indians, ignorant of
our domestic disturbances, believed they. had at length stampeded
the entire'white population, . " ,·It was their boast, and is still th~ir
belief, that they had conquered the American nation."
This was the country into which, on a few hours notice, BrowAe
had agreed to accompany Poston. Where most men might, perhaps,
have consider~d thiS a journey to be undertaken only with ti91e to
ponder carefully and at length, it was typ'ical, of B.rowne that he was
able to make the required immediate deci~iOI;l. He was certainly not
•

.

•
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LINA FERGUSSON BROWNE

unmindful of his responsibilities toward his large family, nor of the
dangers involved; but he had always considered, "just enough danger
to add spice" * to his adventures, to be a desirable ingredient rather
than otherwise. As one inducement to' accompany Poston, as he mentions in Apache Country, there was "a chance for locomotion on a
.grand scale." Locomotion on any scale had always proved well-nigh
irresistible tOJ Browne. !t had taken him over a large part of the thenhabitable globe, and gained him his considerable reputation as a "great
traveler." On this occasion, howevh, the cl)ance for "pecuniary compensation" may have provided an even stronger incentive.
From 1860 to 1863 th~ Browne family had been living in Frankfort,
Germany, from which base Ross had traveled extensively-from Africa
to Russia to Iceland, and to such parts of Europe as lay between. He
sent letters and articles o"n his travels back to Harpers in New York, to
the San Francisco Bulletin, the Sacramento Union, and other publications. However, by late 1862, with the Civil War in progress at home,
Browne became concerned lest the American market for his European
travel sketches should disappear. With this in mind, in the winter of
1862-63 he made a trip to New York with ambitious plans for a lecture tour-a venture which proved, however, a nerve-racking and expensive failure. So in the spring of 1863 he decided he must return
to California with his considerable menage consisting of his wife,
Lucy, their seven children, and a Digger Indian servant named Sally.
To finance this trip' he was forced to mortgage his Oakland property;
and he also secured an advance from the government for services he
was to render the Indian Department. Worry over these debts had
evidently affected his health and accounts for the tone of his letters
to Lucy.
Browne's fears about his European articles may have been justified,
. but, in his otherwise disastrous sojourn in the East the previous winter,
he had found himself better known and more popular as a writer than
he had realized-something of a literary lion, in fact. The Harpers were
extremely cordial, both socially and editorially; and with the failure of
his lecture tour, he recognized that he must continue to rely primarily
on his pen to make a living. One cannot doubt t~at he also 'saw, in
adventurtng'through Apache country, that here would be practically
untouched literary riches for him, which, whatever his luck in any
other kind of Ufeet," he -knew he could turn into gold. Adventures in
>«

"Washoe Revisited," Harpers, 1868.
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the Apache Country began appearing serially in Harpers each month
beginning;in OCJ:ober 186+ and was later published in book fonn in at·
least three editions, in 1868, '69 and '74- This book, now rare, is wellknown to students of the 'early Southwest, and considered 1:Jy many
to be one 'of tJ;1~ best available sources on this 'period of Arizona
'i
history. "
The following' 'materials? except as otherwise noted, are extracted
from J. Ross,B~Qc~~!lle's~dventures in the Apache Country, and from
his letters to his wife, Lu~y Browne.

J. ROSS BROWNE
THE APACHE COUNTR¥

I have almost forgotten through wh,at uncolJlfortable parts of the
world the'obliging reader and myself p~rfonned our last exploit in the
way of a pleasure trip. . . . I have now to offer new program of exploration and adventure, very different inde~d from our last, but'
possessing peculiar channs in the absence 'of accommodation for'
travelers, and extraordinary advantages in the way of burning deserts,
dried nvers, rattlesnakes, scorpions, Greasers; and Apaches; besides
'
unlimited fascinations in the line of robbery, starvation, ,and the
,
-, .
chances' of sudden death by accident.
. '. . Years ago the romance of Spat:Iish history was the great I'assion
of my life. The grand old viceroys of Mexico,. from the days of Cortez
downward, were such: a splendid set of ~araudets-so fired with q
chivalry, lust, and fana;ticism; so wildly visionary to conceive, and so
daring to execute-that, upon.:a general review of their exploits, which
, so long furnished food for my imagination, it is a matter of the most
profound astonishment to ,my~elf that I have never turned my attentio~ to piracy or highway robbery. No sh~onger proof of innate rectitude could possibly exist . . '.
Nothing in the pages of"romance can equal the marvelous stories
that were told of the mineral wealth of Arizuma. Born out by facts
sufficiently wonderful to dazzle the imagination, it i~ not surprising
that the credulity of men was st~etched to its' utmost limit.
. . . But who could resi~t such proofs as were presented in the fonn
of solid masses of virgin'silver actually dug out of the earth?· Only conceive the sensations of a poor wretch who stumbles over such a lump
of silver as that upon which Don Diego Asmendi paid duties to the
Nearly three thousand pounds ofvirgi~
Spanish Gove~nment!

a

J

.
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LINA FERGUSSON BROWNE

silver, the heaviest m~ss ever found in the world! Oh, lovely virgin!
Effulgent, fascinating, glittering virgin! Who would not worship stIth
a virgin as that? Who would not join me in a visit to the joyous land
}
of Arizuma where such precious virgins exist? -

*

*

*

~

Although it was my intention to visit Arizona some time or
other, as it is to visit every part of the habitable globe, I had no more
idea on Saturday morning, December 5, 1863, of starting on such an
the same day, than I had of going
important expedition at 4 P.M.
on a prospecting tour through the Mountains of the Moon. . . . At
all events it so chanced in my peregrinations about San Francisco that
I fell in with myoId friend, Charles D. Poston, the Arizona Pioneer,
who had just arrived from the east by the overland route through
Sait Lake. He was now superintendent of Indian Affairs for the new
Territory; h~ld various commissions as, director of mining companies;
was full of the romance and fascinations of Arizona. . . . He looked
and talked and acted like a man perfectly sane; and when he confidently assured me that if "feet" chimed with my aspirations, I
could have as many as I pleased by accepting a seat in his ambulance
from, Los Angeles to the Promised Land, cooks and teamsters and
vaqueros were all projected; and for military escorts he held the
documents in his hand. We would have a grand time; we would feast
and hunt and hold pow-wows with the Indians, and do up the whole
country even to the Moqui village. . . . Could flesh and blood stand
such a proposition as that? Here was a chance for locomotion on a
grand scale; and fortune smiled in the distance.
"Poston," said I, "consider me a partner. At 4 P.M. this memorable
day I'm on hand. Should the Apaches get my scalp, you, my venerable
friend, and you alone, are responsible to my family and mankind!"
Over to Oakland-a hurried explanation-a parting glance at the
pleasant homestead, the garden, the wife, and the little ones-ah me!
how often the same insatiable spirit of adventure has driven'me blindly
through·the same trying ordeal! Is there no help for it in this world?
Must a man when he has traveled for thirty years never more taste
the sweets of content, but keep drifting uneasily along till he drifts
into the final haven of rest?
There was no trouble about getting ready. A knapsack, as usual,
was my only baggage. . . . At 4 P.M. I stood upon the deck of the

or

•
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good steamer Sen~tor, fully equipped and prepared for th~ important
enterprise on hall.d. Poston was true to time."
,
From 1857 to ~ 1860 a large amount of capital was ~xpendedin
transporting and' erecting machinery and developing the silver mines
south of TU,cson:. . . When, after weary months of toil and suffering, the jaded teamsters arrived in Arizona with their precious freight
-n9w literally worth its weight in silver-they found no established
home, no prosperous communities or families, to greet them, bu~ a ~
country almost desolated by the ravages of the Apaches. No indu~~~ .
could prosper under their malign influence. . . . Nor was this all. The
most desperate class of renegades from Texas- and California found
Arizona a safe ¥ylum from arrest under the laws. The Vigilance Committee of San Francisco did more to populate 'the new Territory than
the silver mines. . . . The garrison at Tucson confined itself to its
legitimate business of getting drunk or doing nothing. . .. . .
TO LUCY, LOS ANGELES, DEC.

11,.1863

I would have written to you yesterday. but have been in a yery
unsettled- state of mind about my movements. The whole country,
around here is in a very bad condition. It -is infested with all sorts of
robbers and cut-throats. Besi.qes I have been suffering from my liver
and have been in very depressed spirits.
Everybody urges me to go, and says the trip will thoroughly set me
up. It is a struggl~ with me to start an such a long trip veeling as I
do, but the hope of clearing off my debt to the Govt. and doing something for myself and family, prompt me to hazard a great deal. The
military escort of 100 men,\ which w~ expected, stC;lrted for Fort Yuma
five or six days ago. We have an escort of six men; making with our
party about 13 altogether. I have ananged for Buck [Lucy's young
brotl~er] to go with us as CI~rk to the Superintende,nt [Poston] at $75
a month. So far as the journey is concerned, it is considered perfectly
safe with our escort. Therefore, make your mind <;asy on that point.
I will do my best to make money enough on this trip to payoff .
all my debts; anythipg, or any sacrifice, to pay up the mortgage.

OJ

,

,

THE APACHE COUNTRY

At Camp Drum. [near the town of San Pedro] we heard a good deal
about the lively condition 'of society in and around Los Angeles. . . .
Of course in these war times, when thousands of lives ar~ lost .every.
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day, the mere killing of a few citizens now and then must seem
ridiculously tame to people on the Atlantic side; I only speak of it as
a common characteristic of the country through which I was traveling. . . . On the day of starting the expedition stoo~ as follows:
Poston, commander-in-chief; myself, principal hunter and scribe; a
supernumerary "'friend [Buck] as general assistant; Jim Berry, cook;
and "George," the driver; with the addition of Ammi White and his
Pima Indians, and one Major Stick. . . .
Of our journey along the picturesque shores of the Laguna, and
through the beautiful but now barren valleys of Temecula, Warner's
Ranch, San Felipe, and Vallecito, I must necessarily make short work.
It was a continuep feast for the soul of an artist; but as I corne only
incidentally under that head, I cannot undertake to delineate it to
the exclusion of the more important objects of the expedition. . . '.
We laughed and ate arid slept and grew fat, day after day, till we
reached Caris 0, the last inhabited station on the road to the Desert.
Here was the jumping-off place.

*

*

*

. As we advanced into the desert each shifting scene developed
its peculiar beauties. . . . The climate in winter is indescribably delightful. ... There was a scene, on a pleasant morning as we sallied
forth on our journey from the Indian Wells, never to be forgotten. An
isolated mountain in the distance seemed at the first view to rise
abruptly out of a lake of silver, the shores of which were alive with
. water-fowl of brilliant and beautiful plumage. As we journeyed toward
-it the lake disappeared and the mountain changed to a frowning
fortress, symmetrical in all its parts-a perfect model of architectural
beauty. Still nearing it, the ramparts and battlements melted into a
dreamy haze, out of which gradually emerged a magnificent palace
with pillars, and cornices, and archways and a great dome, from which
arose a staff, surmounted by a glowing blue ball, encircled by a halo.
At the same time, another mountain on the right, distant many miles,
assumed equally strange and faritastic shapes; and when the ball rose
upon our palace, another ball answered the signal from the distant
mountain on the right; and then a grea.t railway opened up between
them, supported by innumerable piles, stretching many leagues over
the desert. So perfect was the illusion that we stopped in breathless
wonder, almost expecting to see a train of cars whirl along and vanish
in the warm glow of the horizon. This strange and beautiful display
\
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of the mirage has been witnessed by many travelers' on the Colorado
desert, who will attest that, so far from exaggeration, I have but faintly
pictured its wonders. Nothing of the kind that I have seen 'd~here
can compare with it in the variety and beauty of its illusions.....

:!/ .

TO LUCY, FORT YUMA, COLORADO RIVER, DEC~~2.6, 1863

Your' brief note dated D·~c. 6th was aIr~ady here when arrived; ;, :
and was a most wdcome surprise to me. ~ stated in my htst letter, I
felt rather under the weather, and up to the moment of startitig, had
very great doubts ,about .undertaking such a long aI1.G hazardous trip
in so uncertain a condition of. health, and with such g.:rem,ate prospect
of pecuniary compensation. The strongest motive of 'all was to render
such service to the government as would relieve me fr,gm' the debt due
for advan~es made by the Indian Department. ' , : ' l .
It is not so easy for me to leave my dear wife and ct1ildren now as
it used to be. People who fahcy I run off on thes~expecritions because
I like it, do not know th~' effort it costs me. I believe ml'attachment
to home-at least to my. family-is the very strongest feeling i~ my

t

na~:'reashed Cariso in e~hl- days from L~S Angeles. On the way ~ we

lived principaIly on wild a~s and- quail of which I kiIIed sufficient
for the carpp.
We ha~e a command of 100 cavalry here to accompany us to
Tucson, btht Poston wiIl no.t travel with them. He says 15 'men are
enough. I would prefer going with the main body. I frankly adIPit that
I have no ambition to encounter unnecessary hazards, Inor do I intend
to do it if I can help it. My life is ~orth something to those dependent
upon me.
THE APACHE·COUN'TRY

. Twelve days had passed since our departure from Los Angeles
[when we reached Fort Yuma] and .we were not slow to enjoy the
luxury of a bath and a change of raiment., ... As soon as we had re· '
freshed ourselves with the customary appliances of civilization at
frontier posts-lemonade, if you please-we sallied forth to enjo(.a
view of the fort and s.urrounding country from the opposite side of
the river.

\'

*

*

*

I was now on the borders of a region in which the wildest
romanCe was' strangely mingled with the most startling. reality.
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No longer was the narrative of the brave old adventurer, Francis Vasquez de Coronado, to be deemed mere romance, for truly the Indians
"had great sh "e of gold." Their precious bullets were already finding
their way down to the Pima villages and Fort Yuma-a fact that I
could not doubt, since I saw many of them myself. . . . At the store
of Messrs. Hooper and Hinton, in Arizona City, I saw masses of pure
gold as large as the palm of my hand br:onght in by some of these ad, venturers, who stated that certain Indians had assured them they
knew of places in the mountains where the surface of the ground was
covered with the same kind of ((heavy yellow stones."
... It is a matter of surprise that, under the influence of these
glowing reports, I began to look upon Arizona with distended eyes;
that a conviction possessed me that I was born under a lucky star,
however roughly the world had used me up to the present date! All
the trials and tribulations of past years; my early experience as a
whale-fisher; my public services as an Inspector of Customs, so ungratefully rewarded by a note of three lines; my claim agency at
Washoe, and the bankruptcy that resulted from my investments in 1he
Dead-Broke and Sorrowful Countenance, were but the prices paid
for that valuable experience which was now about to culminate in
discoveries that would electrify the world, and result in an effort on
my part to liquidate the public debt! When I walked out, on a plea
of exercise, I secretly picked up every conspicuous stone by the wayside, examined it carefully, and thought it contained indications; I
burrowed into gravel and sandbanks, and carried a hammer in my
pocket for .the purpose of knocking off croppings; I closely investigated
the general configuration of the earth; entered into negotiations with
my friend Poston, the original projector and principal owner of Arizona
City, for the purchase of a thousand water-lots. In fine, I laid all my
plans with such foresight and sagacity that the result astonishes me.

*~

*

*

. . . [The Pima Indians] have always proved themselves good
warriors, and have been uniformly successful in resisting the incursions of the Apaches. Their villages have' afforded the only protection ever given to American citizens in Arizona. If it were not for
the Pimas and Maricopas it would now be impossible to travel from
Fort Yuma to Tucson.
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At the Pimasillage Mr. Poston and myself organized a party .
to visit the Casa Grande, situated about twenty miles above, near the
Gila. . . . Little did I think, in parting from our kind friend M~.
Lennan', who had interested himself to make ' our 'visit to the Casa
Grande both agreeable arid profitable, that we were destined never
more to meet in this world. A brief narrative of his subsequent adventures and death will afford the reader a better idea of the present
condition of Arizona than anything I can say in the way of description.
About· the middle' of January, twenty-eight head of sto9k \yeJe
stolen from' the corra! of Messrs." Peoples and Dye, on the Antel~
Ranch . : . at .Gramte Cree'k 'SIxteen head were taken; and K!fIg
Woolsey lost thirty-three head of cattle from the Aqua Frio Rarrch.·
... A company was organized under the command of King Woolsey'
to follow the trail of the missing stock, and, if. possible, punish the
depredators, who were supposed to be Pinal Apaches. Twenty-eight
men, well-armed and' equipped, set out on this expedition. . . . They
were joined by a party of fourteeJ?- Maricop¥, under the chief Chivaria,
headed by our friend Cyrus Lennan, who had volunteered to join the
expedition. Stock had been stolen at the Maricopa Wells from ,Mr.
Rogers, who was -hauling up the Indian, goods. Also from the Maricopas. ; .'. As it subsequently appeared, this stock was stolen by Mr.
In- Roger's vaquero. I saw two of the mules p1yself in Tucson.
dians however were killed onge.neral principles... '. All joined and
traveled a day and night through El)dless Canyon. . . . They were
still on the trail of the missing animal$; stopped at what is now called
Bloody Tanks, anp having tr~v.eled all night Without eating, they built
up a fi~e for the' first t!~e· in daylight and set about cooking their
morning repast. As SQon as the fire blazed up, some -Indians answered
it by building another on top of a high mountain to the east. Not long
afterwards the Indians';discovered t1:Iemselves, and advahcirig toward
the camp began yelling and. making other hostil~ demonstrations as
if bantering the white men to come up and fight them. King Woolsey
sent up Tont~ Jack, an interpreter, to l~arn what they had to say, and
. at the same tim'e to tell them that it was not tlle wish of his party to
fight them; that he wanted them to come down and he would give
them some pinole. As a reason for this invitation it is alleged that nobody could tell whether the Indians were friends or enemies. Mr.:Dye
states that when they came clos~ enough to talk they were very bold in'
their manner, and said tauntingly: -"We are your enemies; we have

The
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stolen your horses and cattle; we have killed you whenever we could;
and will continue to kill you whenever we meet you. If you are not
squaws come on and fight us." After. a long talk and the profession of
peaceful intentions on the part of Woolsey and his command, the
Indians were finally persuaded to come into camp. Most of them laid
down their arms as directed; a few secreted their bows and arrows under
their serapes; and while they were talking, others, coming in one by
one, brought in the remaining arms along with them, till some thirty
or thirty-five were gathered in camp. Woolsey informed them, after
some talk, that he would give them a passport, informing all Americans
that they were good people, and requesting that they should all be
treated as friends, with which he said, they would be alright hereafter; nobody would molest them. . . . Par-a-muck-a, the chief, came
up and waving his hand with a haughty air, ordered Woolsey to
smooth a place on the sand for him to sit upon, that he was a great
chief and didn't choose to sit on rocks while talking. Woolsey, supressing his indignation, calmly folded up a red blanket and offered it
to the chief. Par-a-muck-a sullenly accepted the gift, and spreading it
upon the ground, sat down. . . . These were preliminaries of an
Arizoniall "treaty." Then Woolsey called up eight of the Maricopas
and stationed them on his left, informing them that they should assist
in signing the document.
The white men were drawn up on the right, and were instructed to
~ .be "on hand." These movements created a good deal of suspicion. The
strange Indians were evidently uneasy. For a moment there was a
death-like silence. Suddenly Woolsey drew his pistol, leveled it, and
shot Par-a-muck-a on the spot. This was the signal for the signing of
the treaty. Simultaneously the whole party commenced firing upon the
Indians; slaughtering them right and left ... [Lennan was killed]
. . . [and] the only other [white] person wounded was Tonto Jack,
who was shot in the neck with an arrow. . . . ' Of the whole number
[of Apaches] that came into the council, it is estimated that not over
five or six e~caped .
. . . The fight, if such it can be called, lasted seven or eight
minutes. The scene of this massacre has been appropriately named the
"Bloody Tanks."
[William Francis Butler in his "Far-out Rovings" (1880) writes
"In the Sierra Nevada, in California, I once had the good fortune to'
meet the late Mr. Ross Browne, for years a Government Indian Com-
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missioner. From him I learned the history of the origin of the ApacheWar, which has so long waged in the deserts of Arizona and New_
Mexico. 'When the first stage-coach line was put through,' said my
informant, 'the Indians were at peace with us. They watched, the
horses at the ranches, were emBloyed ip. the stables, and did the work
of the road cheerfully and well. All went smoothly for some time, until,
there came upon the line a certain Mr. King. This gentleman was not
at all pleased with the. peaceful manner in which the business was
proceeding. The Indians were doing the work cheaply. The stations
were supplied at ~mall cost, and no money could be made out otsuch
a set of inoffensive people.· King detennined to change all this, and to_
make the country fit for an American speculator to live! in. His mode
of procedure was very simple. Near the ranch on which he lived was
an old Mexican fort, the adobe bflttlements of which were weed-grown
and ruine8. Within the crumbling bastion there lay an old iron cannon, r,usting amid the nettles.' This forgotten piece of' Spanish dominion was the instrument by which King wa,s to effect the change
he wished for.
'He brought the gun out of the ruins, scraped the- mud from the
muzzle, cle;med the vent-hole and set off some loose powder to see all
was right within the bore. Then he placed the gun' in a nearby
thicket, with its muzzle just hidden within the brush. Down the:
muzzle he put the bag of gunpowder, ,_placed several handfuls of iead
bullets, 12 to the pound, ahead of the powder. When he had' completed tpe priming of the gun, he sighted it upon the center of a
l~ttle depression ip the grou~d that lay about 150 yards distant. Then,
to. keep the gun .in its place: he 'put a log across it. He then quickly
covered up his ordnance with a sheet and went his way. An hour later
he issued invitations among the Indians for a feast on the morrow. He
would kill three oxen; there would be three fires, at which the oxen
would be ro~sted, and there would be great feed and much jollity.1)1e
oxen were killed, the fires made, and the guests assembled. Abont
midday there were over 200 Apaches busily engaged in roasting meat
over the large fires. The fires were in a single line, in a slight hollow, '
the floor of which wclS level, ending at a small thicket 150 yards -distant. When the feast was at its height and the Indians were thickly
grouped around the fires, King quietly left! the crowd and went into
the thicket. ThEm came the roar of ·an explosion, and dead and
mangled Indians lay in the hollow. Nearly all of the 200 were killed.
The few survivors pointed to the thicket, and the iron cannon told
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the stpry. Of King there was no trace; he was already far away towards
th~ nearest fort. But from that day to this the Apaches have been
ceasel~ssly on the war-path.' "
This sounds like authentic J. Ross Browne but there is a discrepancy
in dates. Browne himself, writing in Apache Country, states that the
first stage-line was established in 1857. The Apaches had, of course,
been on the warpath against all settlers since long before that-the
Encyclopaedia Britannica says since 1822 after a period of peace from
approximately 1790. Perhaps this occurrence (if it is not pure folklore) was what triggered the resumption of hostilities later. '
Browne recounts the Woolsey incident with no further comment
than that implied by the caustic tone of his description of an Arizonan
"treaty." But it is evident that he considered the perfidy of the white
man towards the Indians no less shameful whether they were dealing
with the pitiful and helpless Digger Indians of California * or the
murderous and far from helpless Apaches.
.
It was not until 1871 that the U.S. Cavalry succeeded in subduing a
sufficient number of the scattered bands of Apaches so that they could
be rounded up and confined on reservations. But trouble resulted from
this tactic in Arizona as it had in California. When J. Ross Browne
wrote, as an ex-Special Agent of the government, t that Buel "was an
honest Indian Agent-the rarest work of God that I know of," he
summed up his opinion of the reservation system in general. It took
another fifteen years, until Geronimo, the last of the great Apache
chiefs, surrendered to General Nelson A. Miles in 1886, to bring this
hideous and long-lasting struggle to an end.]
THE APACHE COUNTRY

Sketching in Arizona is a rather ticklish pursuit. I shall not readily
forget my experience of the canyons and thickets, and the q'ueer feeling produced by the slightest sound that fell upon my ears as I hur. riedly committed the outlines to paper. It has been my fortune to
furnish the world with sketches of Madagascar, Zanzibar, Palestine,
the continent of Europe, Iceland, and some few other points, many' .
of which were achieved under circumstances of peculiar difficulty; but
I never before traveled through a country in which I was compelled
to pursue the fine arts with a revolver strapped around my body, a
* "The Indians of California," Harpers, 1861.
t "Reese River Country:' Harpers, 1868.
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dauble-barreled shot~gun lying across my knees, and half a dozen
soldiers armed with Sharpe's carbines keeping guard in the distance.
Even with all the safeguards of pistols:: and soldiers, I am free to admit that on oCcasions of this kind I frequently looked behind to see
how the country appeared in its. rear aspect. An artist with an arrow
in his back may be a very picturesque object to contemplate at one's
leisure; but I would rather 'draw him on paper than sit for the portrait
myself. A}l the way up from Fort Yuma I was beset ,hy these difficulties; and if any man of genius and enterprise thinks he can do better
under the circumstances, he is .welcome to try.
i
At Sacatone we had a grand pow-wow with the Pima chiefs. . . :
The Pima belles were in their glory. Plump and good-natured; their,
pretty eyes fringed around with black paint; their teeth shining in
pearly whiteness; their bosoms bare; their foqns of almost Grecian
symmetry and delicacy. Poston, with his enthusiastic appreciation of
bea!lty, wOl,lld have lost his balance completely had I not warned him
of the dangers that surrounded him; so that when severely pressed by. ,
the bevy of "Pima maidens for be~ds, calicoes, and the like, he usually
closed both his eyes and handed' out the presents at random. . '.'
.

./

.

TO LUCY, TUCSON, ARIZONA, JAN.

16, 1864

Weleft Fort Yuma on the 3ist of December. Most of the way up
the Gila River we had a military escort of 100 men, though often
separated froni them for a day or two at a time.
. I was quite sick for nearly a week, and would have turned back but
hated to give up what I had undertaken. By good fortune, I weathered
the storm at last and arrived at the Pi.ma villages, Indian Res€.IVation,
after about eight days of travel.
our arrival at Tucson, where we expected to meet the party of
11r. Butterworth who had gone down by the way of Guaymas,-and
who were desf med for' the same rh:ine~ (the Heintzleman, Aravaca,
etc.) the melancholy news 'reached us that they w~re attacked near
the mines and two of the number, Messrs. Mills and Stephens [traveling separately], were killed. The attack [on Mills and Stephens] was
made by a band of twelve t'o' fifteen Apache Indians. About six hours
afterwards, on the same day, the same band of Apaches attacked Mr.
Butterworth, who was on the road to Calabasas in his ambulance, at:',
tended by two Americans [Kiistel and Janin] and five Mexicans. The .;~
Mexicans, at ,the ·first show of hostility, ran away and then the driveL,
and other American, leaving Butterworth to stand the brunt of the'

On
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fight. Of course he could do nothing but get behind a tree and try
to defend his life. The Indians, however, satisfied with the plunder,
merely fired the grass and left him to his fate. After wandering about
alone for two days and nights he was picked up by a party of Mexicans, and is now supposed to be in Cerro Colorado, about sixty miles
from this place.
Poston and myself immediately determined to get an escort of
thirty soldiers and go in search of the scattered members of the party.
Kijstel and Janin have not yet been heard from, though they are
supposed to be safe. As this is an enterprise of considerable hazard,
I .determined to have an understanding before going any farther. I
told Poston that I had a large family. to support, and could not risk
my life_ without something certain in hand to provide for them in case
of misfortune. He has agreed to give me $5000 in cash (drafts) for
a year's services to the Mines; that is, to aid him for a few months in
Arizona and write up; the result on my return to San Francisco, which
I hope will be about ~he first of May. The compensation unfortunately
is in gre~nbacks, and will not realize over about $3,500 in gold. He
promises me, however, enough more in mining-stocks to make up
probably ten thousand dollars, and I have the chance of investments
in the Placer mines at Weaver's and \-Valker's diggings. In addition
to this, I shall receive pay for all my work for the Harpers and work
out the $1,000 due gov't., which will make altogether at least $10,000
for my visit to Arizona. It is a great risk I have undertaken, my dear
Lucy, and I may, like hundreds of others, fall a sacrifice to my sense
of duty; but I can only hope for the best.
Enclosed I send you originals of the drafts-one for $3,000 and one
for $2,000. What I have sent you, and what the block of ground will
realize, will at least relieve you from want. All this may seem cold and
calculating, my dear \wife, but it is necessary. We have our children
to look out for-most of them too young to provide for themselves.
I am well and hearty, and weigh ten pounds more than when I
started. ~ly beard has grown out in full. You would scarcely know
me, my health has improved so much.
All the work I have to do for the l\1injng Companies is to sketch
them and write them up in the newspapers for which I receive pay in
addition to the $5,000.
THE APACHE COUNTRY

. : . Tubac was first settled by the Americans in 1856, when my
friend Poston
. established it as his headquarters. . . . In 1858,
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'59 and '60, during which time.the mines [Santa Rita, Heintzleman or
Cerro Colorado] were iIi progress of development, Tubac might well
be regarded, as the headquarters of civilization in the Territory. ¥en
of refinement and education connected with the mines were here
occasionally assembled and even the fair sex ,was 'fell represented. The
gardens afforded a pleasant place of retreat iri summer, with their
shady groves of a'cacias and peach~ttees; and deep pools in the river,
overhungby.Willows, were cleared ,out ,and made into bathing-places,
in which' all who pleased might refresh themselves with a luxurious
bath. Poston used to sit in the water, like the Englishman in Hyperion,
and read the newspapers, by which 'means he kept his temper cool
amid the various disturping influences that surrounded him. . . .
I

.

.

~

[Charles Q. Poston, a native of Kentucky, must early have found
the settled eastern seaboard of the mid-nineteenth century too 'tame
to be interesting, and transferred his enthusiastic allegiance to Arizona. . . . At Tubac, by 18,6, he made over the· old Spanish, Presidio
into an establishment truly princely for its time and place. By Jantlaiy
of 1,857 (according to Frank G. Lockwood in Arizona Characters)
there were some one thousand souls living in and around the~ntr§ll
hacienda; and the number of guests, invited and uninvited, were un..
counted. Poston wrote, "We had no law but love, and no occupation -.
but labor. No government, no taxes, no piiblic debt, no politics. It
was a community in a perfect state of n~ture." Here Poston happily
reigned for the few years of its existence, not only as genial and openhanded host, but in various other capacities (granted him as syndic
under the government of New Mexico) one of which pern~itted him
to perform the rites of marriage. Legal this might be, but it was nevertheless decreed no true marriage by Father Mashboeuf, apostolic
delegate of Bishop Lamy o~ ~anta Fe, and much consternation was
caused in the community ,uiitil Poston prevailed upon the fatheF to
"give ,the sanction of the ChlJi'chand legitimatize the little Carloses
and Carlottas with holy water." Ldckwood writes, "The company
table groaned :vith plenty, a@I. Poston took an Epicurean .delight in
his vintages, his egg-nogs, his scotch, and his mescal. . . . TI;1e first
Christmas 'that Poston spent at Tubac was observed with almost
baronial splendor; . : . For a whole week there was music, d~ncing
and wassail. In order that the'g\lests might be certain that there was
plenty in store, a doz~n fat wif(Lturkeys were d,ressed and hung up
in plain sight in ~he great-dining:hall." But in 1861 when the federal
,
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troops were withdrawn, Poston (having heard of the murder of his
brother who was in charge of the Heintzleman Mine), in common
with -practically every other white settler of whatever kind in Arizona,
was forced to flee before the Apaches and Sonorans and barely
escaped with his life.]
TO LUCY, IMORIS, SONORA, MEXICO.

25 MILES FROM MAGDALENA,

JAN.

25, 1864

I send this by private express to San Ignatio, in the hope that it will
reach that point in time for the Guaymas express, which leaves Magdalena this evening at 5 o'clock. It is a mere chance if it reaches
Guaymas in time for the next steamer for San Francisco, and in case
it should not, another month must elapse before you receive it.
We left Tucson on Tuesday the 19th. Since then we have been
traveling constantly in search of the Butterworth party, of whom we
heard conflicting news. The last and only reliable information is, that
they passed through this place about ten days ago on their way back
to Guaymas.
Sometimes I go out hunting, but there is too much danger of
Apaches to go very far from camp. The whole country is desolated
by them. Houses are left vacant, and crumbling to ruins for hundreds
of miles by the wayside. We travel for days without seeing a living
soul save ourselves. Even cattle are no longer to be seen. The roadside is literally marked by the graves of white men killed by these
cowardly assassins. They have ravaged this entire region, and now it is
entirely uncultivated and without inhabitants. Still I have no fear of
them, so long as we hold together. Our escort numbers thirty good
and reliable men-quite sufficient to rout any number they are likely
to bring against us.
I have nearly worked out my indebtedness to the Interior Department, and will do so entirely before starting for home. In fact, if
things go weB, it will be a very fortunate trip for me in all respects.
You must be cheerful, therefore, my dear Lucy, and always hope for
the best.
Good bye for tonight. I sit writing in a deserted room in a deserted
town, but I am comparatively happy in having something hopeful to
write to you.

\
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19,1864

I have, just returned'to this point with my party, after ayery interesting and adventurous journey of thirty days through th~ silver regions
of Arizona and Northern SQnora.
t ,must come to the subject now that lies nearest my heart-your
letters dated the 13th and 20th pf January, which I received last night
about ten o'dock while wearily wending my way on foot across the
desert of the Papagoria. A strange place, youmay well imagine, to receive letters from home; and yet just In the middle of that dreary
desert, ':Vhere all aroqnd was a sandy waste, ~nd only the moon and
stars to light us on our way, those words from my dear wife thatwrung
my heart with pain, reached me. I read of 'your illness and have been
sick at heart ever since. It seems ,now almost that the distance between'
us is interminable, but this is only a momentary thought, for nothing
on earth is interminable, save the power of God, which is without
limit.
'
[We had] struck out across the desert for San Xavier [and] ,with
the exception of three hours, we had been traveling constantly from
daylight till 10 o'clock at night. As the nights are rather cool at this
season,. I was traveling on foot ,to keep warm, whe~hree horsemen
came ndmg up. It was moonlIght and I saw that onf of them was an
American. He imm~diately recognized my voice when I hailed him,
and said he had some letters for me. We had traveled together do~:,n
to Sonora and part of the way back. When t got the letters and saw'
they were from my dear wife, I tried to read them by the dim light of /
the moon and stars'. The ambulance and escort went on and there I
was for nearly an hour stopping and staggering along over the rough
ground. The only words I could catch at were llDr. Davis" ,Hvery kind"
and Hwhen I was sick." Had J consulted my own wishes, I wo':!ld have
called a halt and lighted a fire; but.J had to go on with the party. We
came to a halt at last and there, my dear Lucy, by a little fire hastily
struck on the desert, I read the distressing news of your illness and
suffering.
It was doubly distressing from the (ear that my "letters from Los
Angeles, written' under great physical and niental depression, might,
have been the chief cause. I need~ scarcely tell, you, IJ'l:y dear wife, how
sad a J).ight it was for me. But, thank God, you have passed through
the ordeal, and I,try to persuade myself that by this time you are quite
restored to health. Since I cannot go to, you, just yet, without sacrific-

.>
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ing all I have undertaken for your comfort and welfare and that of our
dear children, I try to look upon the bright side. I know how much we
have to be ~hankful for and hope I am not ungrateful for all the blessin~ we enj~y. Since I commenced this letter my gloom has passed
away and you may rest easy about it. I shall keep in good spirits all
the rest of my journey, chiefly because it will be towards home.
With such troubles as you have had, dearest Lucy, it seems selfish
to say anything of my own; but since I always tell you everything, I
cannot cortceal that things have not gone pleasantly with me. Never
since I first set out to travel, over twenty years ago, have my patience,
philosophy, and sense of duty been so sorely tried. As it all amounts
to nothing, however, and has done me no injury, because I have
strictly adhered to the right and borne all that many a better Christian could bear, I shall not trouble you with details. Suffice it to say
that I have well earned the money I received-if the drafts are paid;
and, if not, have paid a heavy price for my experience.
THE APACHE COUNTRY

. During the night [while camped at the Calabasas] we were
visited by a detachment of the common enemy, evidently on a tour
of observation. Next morning their tracks were visible in the road near
the river. ... Had the command been less vigilant we would doubtless have made the remainder of our tour on foot, as many a command
has already done in this country. . . . But I suppose in war-time,
when men are slain every day by thousands, such incidents must appear very tame and commonplace. A few years ago I would have regarded my tour through Arizona as something of an achievement.
Now I write'the details with a humiliating consciousness that they
are scarcely worthy of record, except as pictures of everyday life in a
country but little known.

Hunting, bathing, eating, drinking, and sleeping formed the
routine of our camp life. For the first time in my life I grew fat, but
like a hare lost it all again in about three days. . . . It was all easy
holiday life, with just adventure and danger enough to give it zest. I
had some notion of giving up civilization altogether myself, and devoting the remainder of my days to hunting Indians in Arizona.

..

*

,
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We arrived at Magdalena [Sonora] -without a fight, funeral, wedding, or casualty of any kind, and were hospitably ,received by Don
Francisco Gonzales Torrano. . . . A good room with a bedstead, and
the still rarer luxury of a wash-basin, was kindly allotted to' the princ;:ipals of the party. . _. . Some scented soap and a bottle of rose~
water, also furnished by our generous host, brought on a spell of
sentiment that threatened for a 'time to unfit me for the ordinary
duties of life. . . .
*'

*-

- *

.:

~1r.

Yerkes [at the-San Antonio Mining company] gave us the
only detailed and reliable account we had yet received of the assassination by the Apaches of Mr. J. B. Mills and Mr. Edwin Stevens.
At an early hour on the morning of the 29th of December, while
Mr. Yerk~s was preparing break{ast in his cabin, Mi. Mills and Mr.
Stevens· rode up and stopped on their way from Santa Cruz to the
~10wry Mine. . . . Both were in excellent spirits, and full of life and
hope. After staying about an hour they mounted their horses and rode
off towafd the canyon. This was the last Mr. Yerkes ever saw of them
alive. A short time after two Mexican boys came running in, breathless and panic-stricken, stating that while on the way over to the mine,
a little beyond the entrance into the canyon" they saw on the top of
the ridge, which they had taken to for safetyJ a large 'number of fresh
Apache "tracks, forming a trail into the cadyon. They immediately
turned back, but bad not proceeded far when they saw two Americans
on horseback rapidly enter the canyon. Suspecting that an ambush was'
prepared in advance, they shouted, "Apaches! Los Apaches!" but.
owing to the distance or noise of the horses' hoofs, failed to make
themselves heard. They then w~ited a while till t~ey heard the firing of ,
many guns in rapid succession,\ by which they knew that the Indians
had attacked the two horsemen. Mr. Yerkes and three American
employees at his house immediately seized their guns and rode out to
the canyon. It was qu'ite silent. The bodies of the two young men lay
by the road-side~ naked and disfigured with wounds. Arrows were
scattered around them, and many were found sticking in their bodies.
,

*

*

,- -.

r

.t:.

'~":>

A month had just elapsed when we visite<;l' the spot. Mr. Yerkes'
accompanied us" and pointed out each scene of the disaster. Abundant
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signs of the struggle were still visible. We picked up broken arrows
which had been pulled out of the bodies, some of them still bearing
the marks of blood.
.
... It is characteristic of life in Arizona that both of these young
men were wen acquainted with the dangers of the country. Stevens
had served on the Overland Mail route,and was universally esteemed
as a brave, sagacious and intelligent man. Mills had lived and traveled
in Arizona for several years, and had seen many tragic examples of
the cunning and cruelty of these Indians; but like all who have lost
their lives in a similar manner, had become accustomed to such scenes.
Men of this kind are apt to rely upon their courage and fire-arms;
when it is a 'noted fact that in most cases they were murdered without a chance of defense.
. . . I visited the burial-place' of these young men at the Mowry
tvlines. On the rise of a hill overlooking, the valley of the Hacienda
. . . lie the remains of seventeen white men. Fifteen of the number
are the victims of violence.

*

/*

*

Continuing our journey, we reached by noon the ranch of the
Calabas~,s [and] at an early hour in. the afternoon we reached our
former headquarters at Tubac. It was a glorious sight to see the flag
of our Union still floating from' the old tower upon which we had
raised it on the day of departure for Sonora.

*

*

*

No tidings of our wagon, which we had dispatched to Tucson for
provisiohS and forage, having been received, up to the morning of
the sixth day, we resolved to leave Tubac and proceed on our journey
toward Sopori and the mines of the Cerro Colorado. . . . We soon
had the pleasure of meeting the wagon and escort, by which we
anxiously expected food both for body and mind. Only those who have
been, as we were, nearly two months without a word of news from
home, can appreciate . . : our disappointment when we found that
we had neither news nor newspapers of a later date than that of our
. departure from Tucson- . . . nothing that threw the least light upon
the progress of the war. For all the information we had, we might as
well have been in Timbuctoo or China. I could not but marvel that
there existed within the limits of the United States a spot so completely isolated from the civilized world. Military expresses are all that
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now serve the purposes of communication in Arizoha. " At this
moment Arizona is, practically, more distant fro~ San Francisco and
New York than either of these cities is from 'China or Norway. I
made the trip from Germany to Iceland and back much more easily,
and with much less expense and loss of time, than from San Francisco
to Sonora and back.
.'

*

*.

',l:. ,

*

Poston and myself,.be'ing a few miles ahead of the escort" [en route
to Cahuabia and Papagor.ia], availed ourselves of the chance to go up ,
the Canyon alone in se:;lrch of water, thinking we might see a deer on
the way. I saw two, and shot one of them'; but it did not stop on that
account. The tr~'l was marked by Apache tracks apparently only a few
days old. It was I ossible they were even then looking out for us.. . . .
I must confess I.,·cpt'a pretty sharp eye on the brush thickets and rocky
fortresses that lihcd the side of the canyon. Poston seemed rather to
..Icnjoy the phlspdctof losing his li~e than otherwise. . . . This thing.
of being shL ;hrough the body with rifle-balls and arrows, impaled
with l~pcc~:h '.hung by the heels with a slow fire under one's head
may be all vcry wcll as an adventure, but I am willing to let other
peoplc<cnjoy an thc reputation that mayattach to it.
TO LUCY, SAN XAVIER DEL BAC, ARIZONA; FEB.

19, 1864

Our provisions and forage being nearly exhausted on the return of
our party ·to Tubac, we sent a wagon with.a portion of our escort
down to Tucson for fresh supplies. Another detachment of the escort,
consisting of ten men and the Lieutenapt, were then detailed to accompany us to the Mines of Santa Rit~ and Sonorita, distant some
twelve to fifteen. miles. I must first explain to you that there is not
a single white inhabitant at any of the places I mention within the
limits of Southern Arizona. The whole country is a perfect scene of
desolation, nothing but .ruins and graves to mark the wa,y. During a
journey of several hundred miles, we have· not seen a single inhabited
house since leaving Tucson, ;except in Sonora, and at the Papagoria
Mines. The entire circuit made .during our explorations was through
the very midst of the haunts and highways of the Apaches; yet strange
to say, they did not show tpemselveson anyone. occasion', although.:
they doubtless watched us closely. {"went on foot over the Santa Rita
mountains, vjsiting all tile mines and making sketches of them. Poston
and five men were with me. It was a pretty trying business, but I
think we did our duty faithfully.

~

.

,

.
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And now, dear Lucy, about my return. So far I have accomplished
all I hoped-worked out my debt to the Department and received in
cash $5,000 (currency). This with what I hope to gather on the way
home. will amply repay me for the trip, and for all save your illness. ~
And now I must tell 'a little story to Mitch [their youngest son].
\Vhich story is as follows: At th~ Pima Villages a few months ago, the
Pimas went out on an expedition against the Tonto Apaches. They
killed several and brought back a .little girl as a prisoner. I got ~1r.
White, the Indian agent there, to buy this little girl for me. I believe (
he gave a pair of blankets for her. She looks like a little scared antelope.
When they brought her to the house and 1 went to look at her face,
she dodged behind benches and things and stuck her head down in a
corner of the room. She is to be sent down to Los Angeles the first
opportunity, care of Mrs. Kate Mix, and shipped to San Francisco
and Oakland. If Mitch takes a 'fancy to her on her arrival he may
possibly persuade her to marry him. She is about eight years of age,
not quite as ugly as Sally [their Digger Indian servant], but a good deal
sharper. 1 think she would make a brilliant house-servant, and perhaps
might be tamed so as to eat her meat cooked and not devour the
children. [The little Apache girl-whom they called Lupe-arrived
safely at Oakland where she was taken to the Browne household and
remained with them for many years. ]
Buck returned to Tucson from Tubac. He was very summarily dis- .
charged, and left entirely without means. He had received no notice
of it whatever, not even a hint, and I considered his dismissal a very
ungenerous and unfeeling act, but was compelled to bear with it rather
than come to a rupture which might cost me the loss of all my labor
while here. I will tell you more about it. when I see you. Buck was not
to blame. If it had not been for me, he would have taken pretty summary satisfaction- (you know his grit) -but I persuaded him to let
the matter pass, which he very generously did for my sake. I gave him
all the money I had-ten dollars.
I have worked very hard writing letters to the New Yark Times and
the San" Francisco Bulletin during the past two weeks-( over twenty
columns) .
TO LUCY, PIMA VILLAGES, ARIZONA, MARCH

10, 1864

I left Tucson, with my party, the day before yesterday, and am now
at the Indian Agency of the Pimas. The distance is ninety miles, most
of which I rode on ~lOrseback. Having been deprived of our escort by
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the military, who have quarreled with
we were olliged to·
engage the services of six Papago Indians, a Mexican, an American
and a jackass, with which formidable escort we took our dep~rture
from Tucson.
TO LUCY, PIMA VILLAGES, ARI~ONA, MARCH

14, 186{
j

I send this by a gentleman named Allen, who starts for. Fort Yuma
tomorrow or next day. Poston and myself, with an escort of·~ eight
Papago Indians arrived at this place a few days ago. Our intention
was to start immediately north for the gold-diggings and Fort WhIpple, where the Governor and 7xecutive officers are stopping... News _
came by express th,t the Indians had banded together in large, numbers and had already commenced a war of extermination against the
few whites living in that vicinity. We have now no military escort at
all, 'and are left entirely on ~ur own resources. Poston must see the
Governor, as he is a candidate for delegate to Congress, and would
lose all chance if he did not go to Fort Whipple. [Poston was elected
delegate to Congress in Jlily .1864.] The case is very different with mb;
I have a large family and no interest in the Territory, and I am efCtremely reluctant to incur any unnecessary risks. I consider it, a very
dartgerous trip at this time. Poston had already made arrangements
for an escort of 25 Maricopa Indians before the news reached us; and
he thinks they will be quite sufficient to carry us to some point where ,~
we are likely to meet reinforcements. But I have no faith ·in IndiaJil #"
escorts of this kind, and do not feel that it is encumbent u on me t~
engage in a war against the Apaches, when there are
ary 0 es ih
the Territory lying idle at their posts. Still, I disli
0 back out of he
proposed trip now, having gone so far. I think, owever, the highest
duty lowe, next to that which lowe to my M ker, is to my family;
and I shall, if possible,' try to get to Fort Yuma aQI Mr. Allen. If I
do not succeed-for I have neither money nor animals nor any means
of conveyance, I may be compelled to risk the .Fort Whipple route.
In that event, I can only rely upon the same kind Providence which
has befriended me up to this time.
TO ~UCY, FORT YUMA, ARIZONA, MARCH

..'

29,1864

I left ,p'oston] at the Pima Villages. I arrived here five or six days
ago, and leave today with a Mr. Ame~, Expressman, for Los Angeles.
We go together in a buggy. The route is somewhat lonesome for two,
but I do not apprehend any trouble. '
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Jaeger, owner of the Pecacho Mine, has agreed to pay me
some sketches of his mine, which I took while down there.

$500

for

THE APACHE COUNTRY

No country that I have yet visited presents so many striking
anomalies as Arizona. With millions of acres of the finest arable lands,
there was not, at the time of bur visit a single farm under cultivation
in the Territory; with the richest gold and silver mines, paper money
is the common currency; with forts innumerable there is scarcely
any protection to life and property. . . . There a!e Indians the most
docile in North America, yet travelers are murdered daily by Indians
the most barbarous on earth. The Mexicans have driven the Papagoes
\ from their southern homes, and now seek protection from the Apaches
in the Pap~go villages. Fifteen hundred Apache warriors, the most
cowardly of the Indian tribes in Arizona, beaten in every fight by the,
Pimas, Maricopas, and Papagoes, keep these and all other Indians
closed up as in a corral; and the same Apaches have desolated a country inhabited by 120,000 Mexicans. Mines without miners and forts
without soldiers are common. Politicians without policy, traders without trade, storekeepers without stores, teamsters without teams, and
all without means, form the mass of the white population. But here
let me end, for I find myself\7erging on the proverbs.
Lina Fergusson Browne is related to J. Ross Browne by marriage. Her
husband, Spencer C. Brown, Jr., was the only son of J. Ross Browne's first
son, Spencer Cochrane Browne. The material presented here is extracted
. from a biography of J. Ross Browne which she is preparing from Browne's
private papers and published works. A native of Albuquerque, Lina Browne
is the sister of the late Erna Fergusson, the well-known Southwestern
author., Mrs. Browne attended George Washington University and received a.B.A. from the University of New Mexico. She lives in Berkeley,
and has writ~en the introduction to Muleback to the Convention, published by the Book Club of California in 1950.
~
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At five in thy morning, the sky was the raw, uncertain color of
oysters. The sea had not yet separated from the sky. Breaking upon the
freighters in the harbor, th~ waves rolled over the buried hulks of
Spanish ironclads Dewey had sunk, forty years before, in Manila Bay...
On the piles of rock tpat held' the extended shore together, small
seed oysters grew out ofeach other's shell.
.
Tia Mila, Mother's youngest sister, inserted a short thin knife between the green-gray-silver heaps and held out the first tiny mound to
me. It glistened on its half-shell. 1 accepted it meekly and s,wallowed
it as whole as 1 could. The taste lingered like metal on the to'ngue and
brought up the feeling of seasickness.
The hollow sound of shells. snapping began to ,click impatiently
against the knife. Careful of the polish of my new red shoes, 1 did
not step down to the fresh clusters on the bottom rocks that the receding tide had disclosed. Dutifully, I was prepared to accept as much
as Tia Mila chose to gather. For over a month now, she had been taking me on the hour-long trip to the bay, fot the lung-healing sea air
and raw oysters. Suddenly, it seemed to be aUf last morning.
Against the green hook of the land, fishermen were hauling large,
silver-bellied fish across' the black sand. Their long, narrow boats
. bobbed up and down like bait. .
.
"I wonder how it would feel to go on those boats and disappear
beyond the land," Tia Mila called back to me. "Would you like to go
with me some day?"
.'
1 nodded, though 1 knew she could not hear that. 1 would probably
never be well enough to go.
On the .se~wall, Tia Mila laid out the oysters she had gathered.
"These should cure you completely. Soon you can go back to. school.
Before we know it you'll be a teacher like your mother." She gave
me a careful smile, as though she wanted me to understand that the
lie was part of a ne~ game that 1 must learn by heart. Then she joined
me in throwing empty shells back to the sea.
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I picked up the garlands of ylang-ylang that we had bought for
Grandmother, but before I could hang the green flowers upon myself
Tia lVIila started walking toward Rizal's monument. I was surprised
by this break in routine. We usually hired a rig, one of those waiting
at the curb, both horses and drivers drowsy from the damp sea. Picking my way after her, my shoes dusty from the dry, .grass-spotted
ground, I pretended we were going to a place we had never been to
before, where there were no walls with broken-bottle ledges.
"We might as well take a calesa here. Choose the one yo,u want."
Tia Mila turned back suddenly before reaching the red-roofed hotels
that matched windows across the park. The brilliants in her ears were
beginning to sparkle in the sun. They had been Grandmother's earnngs.
I started straight for the green rig with brass lamps and yellow
..
canvas shades.
"Why the green one?" she asked, trying to overtake me, a hand on
her graceful knot of silky hair. Poised on the crown of her head, it
made her look even younger than twenty. She was beginning to act
gay, as though we we,re on our way to my school, making up little
rhymes with which to I answer each other's questions. Our laughter
_ scattered the pigeons foraging among the peanut shells thrown about
by promenaders.
The driver on the green rig would not abandon his sleep so we had
to take the black one. I got up without touching the rubber wheel for
support and began tucking my dress the way Tia Mila arranged the
hem of her mourning dress about her knees. Mine did not reach. I
tugged and tugged, afraid I would never grow up to twenty.
"Calle Misericordia." Tia Mila directed the driver away from our
house.
I looked up at her, alerted to my duty to make her go straight home.
But the driver had complied quickly, had wheeled the horse toward
the direction ordered. Snapping his jockey whip overhead until the
ribbons dangled like fireworks falling, he laid it neatly across the
horse. Quickly the horse jerked forward and, restricted by decorated
leather blinders, began eagerly to sprint.
"Santa Cruz Bridge." Tia Mila once more gave directions and stuck
to it though the driver protested that the fare would be the same over
the Binondo Bridge which was half as steep. I was surprised. She always allowed the drivers complete choice of routes. In fact she wanted
, our daily trips to seem like a different excursion each day.
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Above the old walls of Manila, the church bells began breaking
i~to the mornipg. Veiled women ?urried on .to the early' masses an~,
lIke smoke from vesper candles, dIsappeared mto the thIck walls. TIa
Nlila used to take me to devotions inside those walls, committing me
to the' Yi~gin's mercy as she lifted -me up, to kiss the Virgin's heel.
Now she did not, even look up or bless herself.
As soon as we crossed the bridge, we came upon the narrow shops
with canvas awnings still rolled up. The river was heavy with water
lilies and riceboats.,A tug, with barges tied to it, lay idly on the muddy
surface like a blind snake. I took careful note of everything we passed.
Grandmother always required a report as soon as we returned.
Even before I developed the cough, Grandmother' insisted that I
accompany Tia Mila everywhere she went so that no malicious gossip
would collect about her. At first, Grandmother and Tia Ana, her eldest child, suspected that Tia Mila was"preparing to enter a convent. A
long relay of aunts and uncles were summoned persuade her to give
up her vocation; her mother's house was as safe as any convent; devo- ,
bon to her mother and elq~r sister was equally an indulgenced act of
sacrifice. After she had';fbeen married and widowed, they were afraid
she had come out of her mourning to meet another man secretly so
they could not disapprove of him this time. Her husband was a thin,
delicate jockey from whom, Tia Ana insisted, I got my cough. They
would not 'believe that~;we still prayed for Tio Antonio at the chapel
near the bay-:both of u\ seeing his face in the pale sad images that increased our grief and made us cry. Now, they suspected that she was
being co~verted by her husband's sister to the Iglesia, the new religion
whose chapel in Misericordia stood beside. the sister-in-Iaw's house.
The sun running along the'streetcar rails pricked my eyes. I asked
Tia Mila to go home.
"Afterwards," she said. "I have to see someone." It was ~rue, as
people said, that her skin was as fresh as the inside lining of green'
coconuts.'
"Your sister-in-law?" I asked. At our house no one had acquired the
habit of referring to her by~name. The marriage was so short.

to

No one was at the house so the rig had to be dismissed. Past orchids
dripping over the sidewalk from. the morning watering, we weJ inside,
to wait. 'Hard narra chairs with high qrved backs, stood formally in
the room, dustless and shiny, like objects of worship arrang~d for ex~
hibition. Heavy crocheted curtains decorated the shell windows. The
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walls were studded with pictures, groups and singles, and with framed
certificates of graduations.
I stood on a square of red tile, unwilling to be lured ~ anything I
could see in the room. A large buffet bulged with dishes and silver
that had been Tia Mila's wedding gifts.
. Tia Mila herself stood away from the furniture and looked about
for something to distract me from our waiting. On the piano, also
covered with crocheted runners; were paper flowers in a mother-ofpearl basket. Beside it, in place of music scores, were stacks of brightlyillustrated magazines of the Iglesia. I sho.ok my head before she could
offer them to me. Grandmother had warned me about touching anything in that house. Above all, unless I wanted to commit a sin, I was
not to enter the chapel or put into my mouth anything I was offered
to eat in that house. Grandmother knew that I had been in that house
a hurried secret morning before the wedding.
We waited without talking. My eyes "darted about the room, expecting the sister-in-law to appear suddenly out of the walls. My eyes
halted at the wedding picture over the piano. In it Tia Mila and Tio
Antonio, standing before an altar of beaten silver, resembled butterflies preserved under glass.
The ylang-ylang began to annoy me. The pointed petals crawled
like ants around my neck. The heavy wilting smell was making me
seasick. I walked to the open window for air and was surprised to
discover that I could look into the chapel through its unfinished wall.
Inside there were many people standing about. Some were singing
strenuously around a large dark man with a massive face. On tiptoes,
small undressed children peered in from the street where houses with
splintered walls leaned against each others' shells. More came, collecting like flies attracted to an open sore.
.
I recognized the sister-in-law by her white saya. It seemed she was
always dressed in that white stiffened blouse and wide luminous skirt.
She was directing the women, in ordinary cotton, who one by one
began to faint. The singing-from where I could not see-continued
undiminished. At the other end the men formed a separate group.
They followed each other into a pool in the floor where the large man
stood chest-deep, completely submerging the unenthusiastic ones.
After they emerged from the water they did not appear particularly
transformed: ~1any were trying to blow the water out of their noses
while the man exhorted them with both arms flung above his head.
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"Is there god in there?" J :~sked Tia Mila, who had joined me at
the w i n d o w . : ' :';,
"God is everywhere. Have you not.l,earned that yet in school?" ,
"Are you: joining them?" .
"Will yqu hate me if i do?" She rearranged the' flowers around my
neck. "It is, a way to leave without going. When you're olger ...."
Quickly I turned from the window. The sister-in-law was coming,
followed by the large man. They saw us and before entering leaned
towards one another in consultation.
"You are late." Jhe sister-in-law swept her skirt across the tiles.
"You could have been baptized by now. Why is the child here, too?" _
"I have not yet pecided ...."
,
"Tonight is the last baptism," the large man interrupted. A roW of
gold-capped teeth glinted between his lips. "No moie converts will 'be
accepted. God chooses only a few. We think you have been chosen
to help us erect His church. We will make you a deaQOness and entrust to your conversion the people in your area. ~isten'A: God's voice
is loud enough to be heard by true believers. He: wartt"s us . to turn
away from, self-indulgence, from movies and dancing, f~!Dm cigarettes
and gin, from diamonds and silk. He wants to separate ~us fr9m mortality. He calls arid you hesitate. He comes and yoJ hide. Answer.
Answer before He despairs."
Tia Mila looked startled. Her body, declining the attention, leaned
backwards.
"I thought you had her convinced," the man turned to scold the
sister-in-law who stood refreshing herself in the drift of warm air
:from the street.
The sister-in-law ignored him to look me over. "Not a bad-looking
child. ,Too bad· s~,~ is not gn,Jwing well~ too m~ch attention and care
stunts. So the motner has joined the father.,m-the States. A five-year
scholarship. lasts fqrever. It is a' trick to h'old you to the hou'se, Mila.
Why do you treat her like your own ch,i1d? Now is the time to escape
from that house." Without lowering her voice;' calmly trespassing
into our lives, she confided to the man, "I tell you the family is hard
to penetrate. Closed Catholics to the last child." She sighed contentedly and sat down, her heavy, legs spread out ~ mider the white
clinging skirt.
"Whereas with us, discipline liberates." The man' smiled confidently
at the Virgin's October medal on my chest, at the gold crucifix
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snagged in the wilting flowers. "Scapularies and relics bave not cured
her? Strict in the observance of false and falsified gods, saints with
wooden bodies." His voice surrounded the room, rested with partial
interest upon Tia Mila. "He comes and you hide ...."
"How can you hesitate so?" The sister-in-Ia~ gave a loud cry. "My
brother was merely waiting for me to convert you, so that you could
both be baptized together. If you do not join us, you will be denying
him salvation. In his grave Antonio waits to be redeemed." Crooking
an arm to her back, she began to fan herself furiously.
"Why, are you afraid of the Pope?" The man pressed his face close
to Tia Mila. The gold-capped pen in his pocket glinted like a spare
tooth. "During our Revolution, did the Pope lift a finger to save us
from continued oppression? Did he not exercise his offices to sneak
the Spanish priests and officials from the country so they could not
be punished for their centuries of excesses? What has the Pope done
for us? Has he recognized a single Filipino saint? Consecrated a single
Filipino cardinal? What has our piety brought us? Only a succession of
rulers. We will never be free, or deserve to be free, until we discard
foreign institutions. Think, Sister, I dare call you a Sister of the
Iglesia ... reason and justice reside in this true church, this only
church, this not international and not universal but this direct-access
church."
"That chapel there will not remain a chapel," the sister-in-law
added. "I can s.ee gold and silver adorning the walls, statues more
jewelled than San Ignacio . . . ."
.
"By what authority do you make these promises?" The man turned
a sharp face to the sister-in-law. '!By what authority do you speak for
the church?"
Tia Mila remained silent, her face so colorless she reminded me of
holy images surrounded by evening lights in procession. I wanted to
go to her but the large figures separated us; threatening us with their
voices and frantic hands even when they confrdnted each other.
"Let them go. She has decided to join us, can't you see?" the sisterin-law said. She lowered her voice. "She.is frightened. You will only
antagonize her." She saw me straining my ears and she turned in her
chair to mock me: "Your grandmother' must be tired from waiting;
what will be your story?"
I stood still, not daring to speak, afraid to answer lest sin descend
upon me in that house.
.
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On the way home the smell of exhaust fumes, and J~e rumble of
oranKe s.treetcars made me ill. The rig driver who llad a heavily
pocked face leaned forward on his seat, away from the explo'sion of my
germs. Tia Mila held me against her face, breathing my breath, gi~
ing me the smell of her jasmine. She rocked me gently as the coughs,
dry and shallow, catapulted out of my lungs. Her arms were cold although it was approaching noon.
_
When we entered our street, where large yellow-flowered acacias
filtered out the heat, I saw Tia Ana, still in loose housedress and slippers, at the gate, waiting, She never seemed to go beyond it, never
wandered away f~ the sound of Grandmother's call. Clearly annoyed, her lips pressed tightly in an ill-tempered line.
.
, "Where have you been?" she asked, her voice so offended tha,f I
hastily kissed her hand. "Mother thought you had an accident and
was ready to summon the police precinct You have spoiled her appetite."
"Something delayed us." Tia Mila walked past the tea roses in blue
porcelain jars. I hurried after her but Tia Ana directed me toward
Grandmother while she, herself followed Tia Mila. "Why are you so
restless? Did we not allow you· to becom~e married, even received your
sick husband into the house? It was God who wished that you become
widowed~ Accept your fate with us and do not go with strangers."
.
Grandmother waited .for me in her usual place facing the street
confined by the heavy iron grilles that looped in. green curves over
the window. I gave her the wilted ylang-ylang before kissing her hand.
She smelled medicate9. The camphorated oils which Tia Ana rubbed
on her light joints lingered about hel'
"She h~s been to that house," she said, her eyes r~ady to intercept
a lie.
.
..L
.
nodd~~, helpless and ~tho.ut h<fpe of eV:I resisting her.
Who was there? The slster-m-Iaw?"
I nodded again.
\
"Who else?': Tia Ana joined thel. preliminaries. Her skin 'was the
.
color of worn piano k e y s . "
I looked toward Tia Mila's room, trie~ ~o scatter~y attentfon along.
the mahogany walls but could find ~b~o~Ject on whIch to concentrate
and from which they could separate me only with difficulty.
"Can't you tell?" Grandmother asked, looking over her collection
of holy.cards on the table, tempting me with the one with angels ....

I

d

!,
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"Id on 'tknow h'"
1m.
"Him? Him!" They exchanged looks of suspicion. "Was he young?
\Vhat did he look like?"
"I don't know."
"Weren't you in the same room with them?" Tia Ana's eyes hovered over me. "What did they sayar do?" Her arms, flaked from years
of drying, trembled expectantly.
"Talked."
"Only talked? About what?" Tia Ana asked.
"I have told you many times to listen carefully and to remember
what you hear," Grandmother said, pushi,ng a holy card towards me.
I sighed. How could I repeat what was said? The wall clock, inlaid
with contrasting shades of wood, struck twelve. I turned to watch the
pendulum swing. Above, hung a portrait of Grandmother surrounded
by aU' her thirteen children, some dead, some married .... In it Tia
Mila resembled the cherubs painted in flight across the ceiling, around
the chandefier, now covered with cobwebs as fine as protecting gauze.
I had never seen it glitter with undusty light.
"Did they threaten her?" Tia Ana asked, her back to the doors, the
many, many doors of the house.
"Don't you want to save your Tia Nlila? I thought you loved her
even more than your mother." Grandmother lifted the holy card to
me. "See that guardian angel? You are Mila's guardian angel here on
earth. You must. ask her not to see her sister-in-law again. You don't
want her to leave us, do you?"
The maid stationed at the keyhole in Tia Mila's door ran towards
us, crying, "She has all her things on the bed ...."
Tia Ana's brittle face quivered and she looked exactly forty. "I told
you, ~1other. I have spent my life taking care of you while that other
one, like all your educated daughters, thinks only of running away.
11arriage. And what else!" She disappeared into the room where lifesize saints in gold-threaded robes waited for her loud entreaties.
Grandmother blessed herself and told me to go into Tia Mila's
room. "Make her stay. Save her from hell." She pulled a rosary out of
her loose blouse and began sadly to pray.
I passed the saints' room very quietly, avoiding the steasIy eyes
they fixed upon me through the open door. I knocked at Tia Mila's
door and, when she let me in, stood hesitant beside the crisply covered
bed. On top of the black garments arranged on the bed, lay a small
wreath of miniature paper flowers. Across it was written Tio Antonio's
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name in silver letterings. Not knowing what to say, ashamed 'of. my
reporting on her, I acted like an i n t r u d e r . ,
"Don't feel 'so sad," she said. "I was a little girl once in this house."
\JSuddenly, ina loud accosting vC?ice proper only for use on servants
and beggars, Grandmother cried across the hall papered with family .'
portraits. "You are being temBted and are too weak to resist. Will you
leave your mother and your Faith for fake ministers? Since your in-.
fancy the Virgin has never d~serted you..In your illnesses, while I
held you in my arms all night praying to her, she would heal your
body. I have dedicated you to her, how can you leave her nowt'
~
I was surprised by the strength of Grandmother's voice, sofirac-'
ticed in the gentle recitations of litanies. It seemed as pointed and as"::
solid as the spear with which Grandfather had hunted wild carab?oslike an object to hang as a trophy in Grandfather'sonow closed room.
Tia Mila turned to her window. A golden shower tree dangled its
streamers over the grilles, protecting her from the- ochre stucco of the
house next door, frOql the light sun-sprinkles that dominated the
summer afternoons. She listened for a moment, then began to undress,
lifting her black silk from the tight and shiny skin which refused tel
mourn. "Be good. I will visit you at school, maybe }Ve'll go to the bay
and if you pass grade one with a good mark, I will ,bring you avery( . .
special gift."
.
"Where are you going? Can I not go, with you? Remember the
boa t s, you sal'd . . . . "
"No:' she shook h€r head slowly. "No. But pray for me. TIl pray
~hat you ge,t well soon and grow up beautiful." She looked at thy
paper flowers; as if at a loss as tp where to hide them; "Do you want
them? Why don't you keep them for me?"
,-- j
The yellow cellophane crinkled in my hands.
Tia Ana was startled when Tia Mila walked past her to kiss Grand....
mother's hand. Before they realized what was going tqihappen, Tia
~1ila was walking into the fronttyard. BlossOIUs i~y.~otit the }(~afless
kalachuci tree; hyacinths lined the little terrace biiift of discarded
bricks.
Grandmother leaned forward against the iron grilles. "Wait till
Simeon comes. I can have him telegrammed and he can leave his
parish tonig!It He'll be here by morning."
Tia ~1ila did not turn her face to hear. In the street, following her,
the sun glinted from the brokenfpiec_ei.,ofglass imbedd«::d on the continous fences of stone.
" .. "
l

W
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"If you leave now, do not think of returning. Don't come back to
mourn me when I die." Grandmother's voice faltered.
"She did not take her clothes, or ask for the jewels I have in safekeeping for her/' Tia Ana said joyfully. ~"She's merely going to
church to confess. She'll be back, Mother."

We waited all afternoon and evening. When we were certain that
she had left the house, the servants were sent after her to the houses
of relatives where she could have sought refuge. The police precinct
strongly suspected an abduction and their wagon wailed its siren most
of the night.
I
But Tia Mila left no trace of herself. Years later we learned that
she had joined the cloistered Pink Sisters, who covered even their
hands from outside eyes and in the remotest comers of their repeating lives observed perpetual silence. By then Grandmother had
died, and there was no one left but myself, fortunately well enough,
to care for Tia Ana in the large, vacated house.
~
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WHISTLER'S MOTHER
Aside from the public hog-wash
by which we doll up obliteration,
the truth is that she's not a sweet old thingalways dunning me,
squeezing me out
on still another pointless errand,
complaining that I do not call on her
and, when I do call, talking
incessantly about her bowels.
Attention to her needs is my duty.
I know that; she made a good boy of me.
But why must she, as I am convinced she does,
carefully, before I appear, take out her teeth?
But I always say, "Mom, you should remember your teeth,"
and, tottering-perilously, as I can plainly seeto the glass in which she keeps them,
she puts her teeth back in,
and bravely smiles.
Oh, it is not a means-mean word, m~ thoughtit is a way, a way to keep herself with me,
an ,image to fill her pause between my visits.how carefully she plots their submarining course,
as I plot, careful of her sightings,
but ca.reful too that she can never prove
her navigation mocked beyond repairfor what kind of son is he
who will not care, ceaselessly care?
" I know,11o not know) what she sees in my face,
but she fears, as I fear, and doubts, and so she scores me
for my Qhildren's precipitous moral decline,
in shocked bereavement wonders
at my wife's hostility to her,
and hoarsely, with gagging sighs,

-
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as though she were training·a death-rattle toward perfection,
wonders what could have been her failure as a mo~her
to have bred so scant a man
(Praise God, his father is dead, beyond witn~s~!),
cruelly indifferent to her last days
(indeed, her last days, her last months, her last years,
th.ese past ten years, 0 Lord, haw long?)pick, pick, picking with her raveling voice
until I'm forced to see my ragged charity
exactly as she sees: a contemptible gift
she scorns, but keeps, hugs, would,
but has not the strength to, return.
But wha.t is the use of calling a spade a spade,
even if one could tell it from a heart?
For even as my pulse drums protest
against her whine of peevish yearning,
a relentlessly pounding pestle in my brainamid the snarl of those unneighborly artilleries
of time and tenderness when they so dispose their forces
that t~~y collapse on one another in a common routgrinds my hard awareness of her state to powder,
and once again I see her, gay and dauntless,
that colored 'photograph on her:wall
come to life and in full command
on the battlements of her love,
firing the frail winters of my childhood
crimson with mustard plasters,
each of which begins again to burn
~
a hole through my breast.

2

Goodbye, Mother.
Take care of yourself. ,',
Call if you need anything.
I'll see you again soon.
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WELCOME, PILGRIM, TO THIS HOSTELRY
These harpies, tinted with fluorescent green,
Scent my indigence: the grim cashier
And waitress, calculating on my flesh
The question of my entertainment here.
Even a wretch may climb his purgatorial
Heap of crockery, after all, to clear
Accounts, or fall upon his knees and scrub
A stubborn way to freedom down the floor.
"So Ernie's sick again!" The waitress dourly
Taps her nails and eyes my row of plates.
The second Fury glowers. "Sick or sorry!
That's the way they always are," she grates.
"Listen! Don't I know? That Agency
Must think we run a mission for the bums
They get!" And Ernie, entering on his cue,
Extends a hand, as though to beg for crumbs.
Standing at the door, he pantomimes,
Against his heart, the ultimate defenseMortality, and reverently lays
Him down, before their feet, in evidence.
Half a smile, arrested with his breath,
Bends benignly on the sisterhood.
"Oh Lord!" the cashier groans, "our only help!"
And dials a number with a pencil head.
Around the lean impediment, the waitress
Brings the check. And oh! mine host, I cross
Her palm with poverty! I pledge a king's
Ransom on my thorny nothingness!
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BAiRRY TARGAN

GWRIA
Anselm, of sainted memory, contends,
Among the heathen sophomores; for God:
What cannot be beyond imagining is.
First, Final, and Efficient causes of.
I

Is? Of? My third-raw-beauty looks.
Is, of of whaf?As God is my witness

.

.

My next-to-my-third-row-beauty-pig assails
With surreptitious hand her whited thigh
Before (he thinks) my unappraising eye.
But I see, I see, I see arid say, "Behold!"
Like a gold-mouthed dove from swdet Angelica,
I squawk Annunciations to the Win?S
That smash us in the unimagined places.
And which of us could dream these creeping fingers?

A

Here? Now? Not him nor her nor me.
God in His mercy comes in a mad thrust,
In a lunge beyond the possible and true,
In fingers dancing like the Seraphim before
His throne. Gloria. I tum the page.

..

.,

I'·
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A DREAM OF A DISTANT LAND
Deep in a darkness many weeks old
I stand alone at the rail of my ship
Listening to the sounds to which
I have not yet become accustomed:
Thepump of engines nudging the boat
Through the clear, cold, endless night;
The crac15 of icebergs that surround,
But do not bind me; and forever
The crash of water on a coast
Where seals on the rocks move slowly.
On the deck, now, I am alone,
Only thinking of you, waiting
Where thoughts of ice and whales
Are rarely more than amusements,
But I know that below me men watch
The hands of curious instruments trc;mble,
Hunting for the best course south
To tHe Arctic Circle, the open sea,
Back home to the Temperate Zones,
Where I played as a boy in the first
Cold winds of autumn among shocks
Of corn covered with frost, and walked
In the fields where mv father's cattle
Lived. Through the open window
At night I could hear horses
Cantering across a field of stubble,
Steering around the shocks of com
Like polar bears cruising among
The icebergs as they swim beside
My ship in the clothing of life
Itself: claws, eyes, teeth and hair,
Salt water running in their veins
As it runs in yours and mine.
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I think of you waiting for me
In this land where summer is short
Enough to let you remember winter.
Through the veins of the bear,
In your brain and in mine,
Th<:ll,.bl06tl that knows will blunder
Its way from season into season,
As it sends, the fish beneath me
Through the dark like horses
Dodging frozen white shocks of corn
On a stubble sea, their senses
Of directio.n trembling like the hands
On the dials of careful instruments below
That guide me to you from breaking waves
Where seals on the rocks move slowly.

ROBERT HOLLANDER

TO lEAN
for Maginel

And so you've turned my book into a reliquary
For a spray of pink asterisks on green wire,
Footnote in the heart of Don Quixote
To fields full of punctuation,
\Vild strawberries in flower like small-voiced
Exclamations around the single fruit.
You make me think of careful gestures
My grandmother would have understoo.El.
By her warm-smelling upstairsbookshelves
Of how in a moment off the world's way
Something is that wants to be remembered.
Pressing flowers in a book.
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ETHEL BARNETT DE VITO

CONQUERORS
The First Divine August One, in
Old Chinese history, Emperor Ch'in,
Conquering all the knowable East,
Believing all beyond was waste,
Lived tranquilly, assured tl1at he
Was earth's Imperial Majesty.
And all the while, not long before,
Alexander, the young conqueror,
Beyond that "wasteland/' having pressed
Triumphant th~ough the knowable West,
Shed angry tears, deplored, with rancor
That there were no more worlds to conquer.
And Emperor Ch'in:s and Alexander's
Beliefs invoked no counterrnanders
Since East and weSt had not as yet
In fiction, fact, or drama, met.

\
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FRANCES HALL

FIG LEAVES
I am like Luc~s Cranach
Who could paint Adam and Eve a hundred times
Always attenuated and yet fleshly,
Pink asa hint of blushing
"
And sophisticated
as Venus frowning,
Yet still be somehow reticent.
There are elaborate diversions in every pictureA white horse like a unicorn,
A serpent knowledgeable of Eden,
Sometimes a lion wide with smiles,
Or a whole wilderness of apples.
~

But generally Lucas Cranach has my problem:
There must be a branch at a critical angle
Or a cupid holding roses,
Some coy enduring fig leaf.
There were things we learned not to dISCUSS
In our childhood, Lucas Cranach and I.
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Saul Cohen

THE PLEASURES
o F A' S E'M I -: I l'vl P E C U N IOU S
BOOK COLLE.CTOR

,
. Every reader .of this essay is probably a book collector in the sense
that he owns and continues to acquire books, but there is a more
restricted sense of book collecting and it is this sense which is meant
when we talk about collecting books.
Let me give some examples of bookish actiyity that are not book
collecting. Simply buying books that strike your fancy is not book
collecting. Acquiri~g books by membership in the Book-of-the-l\lonth
Club or Literary Guild is not book collecting. Keeping books acquired·
in college or inherited from an aunt is not book collecting. I on'ce
inquired of the proprietor of a bookstore who the attractive young
lady industriously selecting books from his extensive ten cent and
t,wenty-five cent sections was. He told me that she worked for an interior decorator in Beverly Hills. I had heard of buying books by
the yard, but had' never actually seen it done. I volunteered my assistance and for a happy half hour we selected several yards of red
'~ooks, ,a yard or two of books with blue or green bindings or dust.
jackets, two or three feet of white-yellow and gold were rather hard
to come by, as I recall. That is not book collecting.
By book collecting, people who use the words usually mean buying
or acquiring books according to a plan or purpose, with the books
collected ha~ing some relationship to each other. Th~y may deal with
the same subject or be written by' the same author or be illustrated
by the same artist or be examples of the same genre or be published
4uring the same pqriod or have any number ofother possible links.
This article empl1asizes what we might call the -nether world of
book collecting. By that I do not mean the world of Dr. Rosenbach;
nor the world of ~ Aldines and Elzevirs and Caxtons; nor the world
of auctions at Sothebys or Parke-Bernet where the wiggle of an ear
or raise of an eyebrow may result in the acquisition 'of a Shakespeare
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first folio'; nor the world of the Huntingtons, Morgans and Folgers;
by the. nether world I mean, if not the ~or1d of the impecunious
collector (to borrow the subtitle of a book by Paul Jordan-Smith),
the world of the semi-impecunious collector: the person whose enthusiasm for the chase and love of books is limited by the size of his
bank account, the collector who, after careful thought and much soulsearching and perhaps even a wait of a week or two or three, may
spend as much as $20.00 or $25.00 for a used book.
While lots of sensible reasons can be given as to why one collects
or should collect books, I suspect that most if not all are after-the-fact
rationalizations; book collectors collect books, to paraphrase Hillary,
simply because they are there. While I prefer books to matchbook
covers or buttons or pieces of sheets that the Beatles have slept on,
there are those who do not.
Of course, you may collect books for a perfectly sensible reason.
Lectures and articles can be and have been delivered and written on
"books and the mind of man" and "books that have changed the
world." The importance of books (as compared to matchbook covers
or buttons or anything else for that matter) in shaping our civilization is a sensible reason for collecting them. Let's say that you are
interested in the:; development of anthropological tpought-perhaps
because you studied anthropology in college, perhaps because you did
not. It is certainly natural to want to own and graduC\lly to acquire the
books by Maine, Morgan, Durkheim, Freud, Lowie, that are the
classics in the field. You are then a book collector, Stage I. Stage I is
not necessarily lower than Stage II. It is just different and perhaps
more rational.
Stage II, the beginning of bibliomania, is the stage where sentiment
or emotion outweighs reason. It comes when you are not satisfied with
simply any editions of the books you are collecting. You have a per. fectly adequate paperback edition of Sir Henry Maine's Ancient Law,
but you nevertheless delightedly buy a hard-cover copy when you see
one on the shelves of a used-book store (and incidentally, the price of
that used hard-cover copy is apt to be very close to the price you paid
for the scholarly paperback). The physical aspects of the book become important-you prefer the hardcover to the paperback. Then,
although 'you have a perfectly adequate hard-cover copy of Ancient
Law, you find a copy bound in blue calf, with raised bands on the
spine, gilt edges, marbled endpapers, printed on good paper-a pleasure to touch and to hold, like a piece of sculpture perhaps; you buy
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it. Of course, by then you are probably well infected with the virus
of bibliomania, and all the penicillin in the world won't help. You
find a copy of Ancient Law in the first edition and you buy that.
Let me say something about· first editions. Of course, every book
has a first edition ~nd most never have a second, so this alone is of no
significance; but the first is after all the book the author saw when
it came- from the presses. It is the copy for which we are sure he read
the proof. This WClS the beginning. The words "fi~st edition" in book
collecting really mean first issue or firsf printing (or first impression
in British usage). An edition may be reprinted and still constitute
in the normal academic sense the first edition of the work if no new
matter has been added or changes made; but in book collecting
terminology, it is only the very first appearance which constitutes
the first edition. The mania for first editions can be carried to extremes. Why collect a book because on page 174 "house" is misspelled
"hoise" and this is all that differentiates it from the second issue?
But we've already, as I indicated,' passed into the realm of the irrational-what harm in a little more irrationality? And, it's been said,
book collecting is a game; if you want to play that particular version
of the game, you follow the rules. But you needn't play unless you
enjoy the game.
Anyway, thinking of Sir Henry Maine-imagining London streets
in 1861-yOU buy the first edition. Although you have enough copies
of Ancient Law now for any practical purpose, are you through? Of
course notl Browsing through a bookseller's catalog, you find offered
a copy of Ancient Law which is autographed by Maine. Reluctantly,
but unable to help yourself, you send off a check (if you don't, for
years you will think back with regret to the signed copy you. passed by) .
Can you stop now? Perhaps. But then in an auction catalog you
see that one of the items is a copy of Ancient Law sent by Maine
to his friend Oliver Wendell "Holmes, Jr., with an inscription and a
comment about the book. The transmittal letter has b¢en tipped into
.
the book. Of course you send in your bid. .
Well, five, seven, ten years may have gone by since that first paperback copy of Ancient Law. Can you stop now? Let's face it, you
never stop. As you buy a home in a senior citizens' community in
Florida or in Orange County, California, you're still reading booksellers' catalogs, and what do you find? Of course,. Sir Henry Maine's
own copy" of Ancient Law with extensive marginal notes in his own
handwritihg. And so goes the life of the book collector.
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You've collected Ancient Law; the collection of the various editions and association copies of a single book. In the same way you
. could have collected 1\10by Dick, Walden, Gulliver's Travels, Lavengro, Robinson Crusoe, Progress and Poverty, or Uncle Tom's Cabin.
Obviously, the list could be expanded greatly.
Your interest in Sir Henry 1-:Iaine may have been so stimulated at
this point that you b5gin to collect other books by lYfaine and books
about Maine-the beginning of an author collection. Again, the author
-could be ~'1elville or Thoreau, Hawthorne or James, Kipling or Kafka,
J. D. Salinger or Saul Bellow, Frederick Manfred or Harvey Fergusson. How about Edmund \Vilson, \Vallace Stevens, James Branch
Cabell, Edward Gibbon, \Valter Bagehot, Arthur Koestler, Francis
Lieber, Dashiel Hammett, Franz \Verfel, Stephe4eacock or Thomas
l\lann? The number of possibilities is very, very large.
Meanwhile, your subject collection on anthropology begins to
grow. You begin to know what the important books in the field arethe classics; the best books, the best editions. You begin to learn the
prices that these books bring .and the possibility of recognizing bargains arises-always part of the fun for. any collector. You write for
catalogs and become bleary-eyed poring over the fine print.
So, collecting most often is of a book, an author, or a subject. The
number of subjects is unlimited. The number of authors, nearly so.
Pick up pencil and paper and in ten minutes you should be able to
list twenty suitable subjects: chess, wine, the l\1ayas, nonviolence,
Cyprus, Prohibition, mountaineering, watches and clocks, bees, novels
of the Amazon, gypsies, place names, cavalry, satire, the writing of
history, canoeing, government and art, tennis, slang, Easter Island.
The author may be a new one or an old one-fashionable or unfashionable in the collecting world. Of course, the. worst time to start an
author collection is when he is at the height of fashion. Get him 1:>efore, or when his stock has fallen. One of the pleasures is to collect
someone who is not parti'cularly fashionable and then to see the times
catch up with you. Of course, whatever your collection, it should be
a collection that -interests you and that you derive Ipleasure from: A
fundamental precept of book collecting is: collect what interests you.
As your collection grows, as yo~ read booksellers' catalogs, as you
read books' about books and book collecting, your knowledge of the
. book world begins to grow and you have the fun that goes with being
a member of any ingroup. I was impressed when I read years ago a
book about circuses and carnivals. The author, while watching a booth
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at l'3 carnival, became the target of the operator's pitch. He simply
muttered out of the side of his mouth, "I'm with it,"- and the operator
turned to someone else. So too, there is the pleasure of expanding
your knowledge of the mysteries of the world of books. And a wonderful world it is. To know that a sophisticated book is not a good one
to buy; not to say uncut when you mean unopened; and to be amused'
at some of the unconscious humor of the cliches of booksellers'
catalogs.
~
There are many anthologies' of quotations on the virtues of books
and the pleasures of a library. I will quote only. one. My wife says
that she wishes that I felt about people the way I do about books,
but it has been written: "Thou fool to seek companions in a crowd /
.Into thy room and there upon thy knees / Before thy bookshelves
humbly thank thy God / That thou hast friends like these."
Even though a book collector's wife- may be understanding, as i~
mine, sometimes the book collector does have feelings of guilt which
leads him to bring a book into the house surreptitiousfy and set it on
the shelf. Weeks later when a question concerning the etchings of
\Vhistler comes up and he pulls down a book to find the answer, she
says, "Oh, I didn't know we had a book on Whistler's etchings," and
he says, "Oh yes, we've had that quite a while." Judging by the literature, this is a not uncommon experience among book collectors..
In The Amenities of Book Collecting, A. Edward Newton tells
of the time when he considered buying a rather e?,pensive volume of
Johnson material in London and decided that before doing so he'd
better talk it over with his wif~. She advised against it, pointing out
various reasons and in particular the business situation at the time.
Newton said "The advice was good; indeed, her arguments were ~o
unanswerable that I determined not to discuss it further, but to buy
it anyhow and say nothing." !\,las, when Newton went back the next
morning, the volume had already. been sold.
In collecting books you can jake YOllr choice of maxims to act as
your guide: "Look before ~ou leap," and consider any substantial
purchase for some days. or weeks before you make the purchase, or
"He who hesitates is lost." Book coJlectors who have written about
their adventures, and they are adventures,. have almost all said that
they have regretted their economies more than their extravagances,
and even though these statements may have been prompted by an
effort to curry favor with booksellers, I think they're probably trtle.
Frank Baxte'r, a professor emeritus at the University of Southern

'~',
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California, has written of how he came out of the British Museum
one day, where he had been working on his dissertation for Cam~
bridge, into a pouring rain. He took refuge in a little bookshop dealing in books about the Orient and Near East. A figure roared up on
a motorcycle. He had "piercing blue eyes" and an aura about him. He
went to a shelf, picked out a book he had apparently examined before,
paid for it and left. The proprietor said excitedly, "You know who
that was? Lawrence of Arabia!" Dr. Baxter started to collect Lawrence
and today_ has a very fine collection of Lawrence books, letters and
other mate.rials.
Dean Lawrence Clark Powell of the School of Library Service at
the University of California, Los Angeles, has written of his only
meeting with Lawrence Durrell. He began seriously to collect Durrell in 1946. In 1960, while dining in Paris, he heard French being
spoken in an English accent. He looked over and there was Durrell
at the next table. He introduced himself and a conversation began.
Dean Powell's Durrell collection now graces the UCLA library.
. I'm afraid I have no such tale to tell of how I first began to collect
Harvey Fergusson, but I do remember the first Fergusson book I
~ bought. I had decided that I wanted to fonn a collection of the
works of some author. The three basic requirements were (1) that
I enjoy reading the works of that author; (2) that he be worth reading and collecting, i.e., that he be a good writer, even if a minor one;
and (3) that no one else or hardly anyone else was collecting this
author. This latter requirement was not for reasons of snobbishness
--.. but only for reasons of economy. I wanted someone whose works
could be collected at a modest price and it is, of course, in large part
demand that makes the price go up.
I was on a book-hunting expedition with a friend one Saturday afternoon and we stopped at a veteran's salvage yard that had used
clothing, furniture and other odds and ends. In one portion of the
large building was the inevitable collection of bookcases filled with
books. I was struck by the title of one of the books, The Conquest
at Don· Pedro. The title seemed to ring a bell and I had just begun
to be interested in the American Southwest. That volume t which
\ cost twenty-five cents, was the beginning of my collection of Harvey
Fergusson. I was very impressed with the book and resolved to read
more. I don't recall which was the .next novel that I read. It may have
been Grant ot Kingdom or possibly Blood of the Conquerors. In any
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event, I decided that here was a good author to work up, a collection
on. It was only some time later, rereading one of Oean Powell's eminently rereadable essays, that I came across his comments on FergusThe Conquest orDon Pedro. In any
son and his specific ention
event, I began to find out more about Mr. Fergusson and began to
.'
collect his works.
Although the inevitab _response is "Who?" when I tell people
that I collect Ha
ergusson, it would seem that by most stan-,
dards he is a well-established and successful American writer. He is not
just a "regional" writer, but a writer about people, whose feeling for
his native Southwest, and for the land ill' general, runs through his
writing. His sister Erna wrote
in Our Southwest: "Harvey Fergusson,
also writes of country as it can be known only to one who has absorbed it through every experience:·of his life. His Rio Grande is the
river he has swum in, hunted along, jumped when it was low, fought
when it was high. He grew out of it as truly as did the cattails along
its margin; he comes back to it as surely as a migrating duck. He
knows its people that way too.... When Blood of t e Conquerors;
was published, many people were indignant, but th could all identify Ramon, though with many different yout, d that could be
only if the book were very true." His -work as been praised by J.
Frank Dobie, Lawrence Clark Powell, H. L. Mencken, Heywood
Broun, Franklin P. Adams, Henry Hazlitt, Walter C. Campbell and
others. Reviewers have greeted his books with high praise. In a page
one review in the New York Heral1 Tribune Book Review for June
27, 195+ Dan Wickenden wrote:,; t'It is gratifying that a book like
this should, through its selection by the Literary Guild, be assured of
a wide audience. In his fine, clear prose, Harvey Fergusson has carved
from the raw material of the So~thwest a notable work of art, as Willa
Cather did in 'Death Comes Jor the Archbishop.' With 'The Conquest of Don Pedro,' the fourteenth of his published works, one of
America's finest writers comes triumphantly into his own."
His first novel was published in 1921, Blood of the Conquerors (a
better book than its title would indicate); his most recent in 1954,
The Conquest of Don P~dro. In between came Capitol Hi11, W ouien
and Wives, Hot Saturday, Wolf Song, In Those -Days, Footloose
McGarnigal, The Life of Riley, and Grant of Kingdom. There have
been ten novels all together. In addition, he has written four nonfiction works: a history of the Rio Grande, called Rio Grande; a philo-
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sophibl work called Modern Man; a work in political science called
People and Power; and an autobiography of the early part of his life
called Home in the West. l\1uch of his work has been reprinted in
anthologies devoted to the Southwest and a textbook for college political science courses includes an extract from his book People and
Power. l\Jy c01lection is still not complete. I have all fourteen books
(although I am missing the first edition of The Life of Riley, I do
have the Grosset and Dunlap reprint) and I have most of the American l\-fercurys. of the nineteen-twenties in which articles and stories
by him appear, but there are other periodical contributions that I
haven't yet acquired. I have paperback editions of four or five of his
novels but again there are paperbacks not yet acquired. I have The
Last Rustler, which he edited, and EI Gringo, to which he wrote an
introduction.
l\Jr. Fergusson is now seventy-five and lives in Berkeley, California.
I met him recently for the first time and it was a delight. It is easy
to be disappointed at meeting an author in the flesh, but over a
'bourbon and water, two hours of good talk passed like fifteen minutes.
He gave me a C~ch and a Swedish translation of his first novel and .
they have been added to my collection. A new novel, which he says
is his last, is now in the hands of his brother Francis for submission
to publishers. Here is a writer who surely will be "discovered" soon
and receive long overdue recognition.
One of the fascinating questions about an author collection is:
where do you -draw the line? Do you include a book of poems by the
woman to whom he was married? How about books by his sister Erna
or his brother Francis? \Vhat about books on the Southwest that mention him or quote from his works? Do you buy another copy of Rio
Grande because the color of the binding is different? Suppose your
copy of Wolf Song doesn't have the dust jacket; when you find one
that does, do you buy it? A host of similar perplexing-but not disturbing-questions present themselves.. As John \Vinterich wrote, "If
entertainment be not the basis of book collecting, then what in Heaven's name is?" It's been fun collecting Fergusson and I am confident
that the day will come when his name will be a familar one to persons
interested in American literature.
Of course, there is no law requiring that you collect only one author
or only one subject. And there is nothing wrong with changing your
mind.
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After having collected books about the Renaissance in Italy or the
Spanish Civil War, you may lose iriterest a.nd give your collection to
a local library. Then you have the pleasure of starting afresh. The
open road always stretches before .the book collector and the pleasures
never cease.
~ SAUL

COHEN is a lawyer living in Los Angeles and is coauthor of
An Author's Guide to Scholarly Publishing and the Law issued this y~r
by Prentice-Hall. A member of a number of professional societies and a
practicing member of his profession, he has also written extensively for
such legal magazines as the UCLA Law Review, Southern California Law
Review, and the Los Angeles Bar BuIIetin. He also has contri~uted chapters
to various law books. Writers who have influenced his writing include, not
surprisingly, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., and Harvey FergussoI).
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His satisfied and weary grunt harmonized with the creaking as the
ancient rocking chair reluctantly received his weight. There was a tiny
moment's pause:>- indicative of a decision being made, and another
more subtle grunt as he arranged his bulging, after-dinner stomach. He
grated into the chair's forced caress at the same instant his feet pushed
down on the weather-troubled wood of the porch, and slowly, almost
imperceptibly, the chair began to move. It moved backwards, balanced
in a precarious position and squeaked; it rocked forwards and his feet
shattered a few isolated splinters from the two neat hollows beneath
his heels. The rocker increased its tempo until there was no starting or
ending point; the movement of the man and the chair was so complete
as to give the illusion of the two objects being one. The lullingdestined rhythm found no harbor at first within the opaque framework of the evening's neat restlessness. But as the rhythm became
more pronounced and more urgent, it created an amalgamation, a
kind of senseless fusing of the crickets and the summer's hum and the
rocking chair, punctuated by the frequent wail of a roving freight train
-and always underlying the unquiet was the quiet.
The only cacophony emanated from beyond the screen-door moat.
He tried not to hear l\1aud's strident voice coercing the children into
their nightly dish-gathering adventures or .the provocative and slanglaced answers. His body tensed in the chair and he felt a rumble of
green indigestion as the rattling, clashing disharmony from t~eeering yellow motif of the kitchen signaled the end of the dish-stac ing
ritual. A little dark cloud composed ot dirty dishes hovered in his
mind. A bubble of gas forced entry into his throat and he belc ed.
The moat was suddenly breached as his oldest son invaded the
warm land of the porch. The boy stretched and yawned and ended the
yawn with an inadvertent belch. He crossed the porch and threw himself down on a faded green and yellow swing-several squeaks went by
before the rusty springs settled down to a well-spaced eeking noise.
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"Hey, 'Pa! The dishes are stack~d. Ma says you can do 'em any
time."
He shifted his weight in the chair and grunted. He let his· eyes
focus on the blue-black silhouette· of pine trees staffing the field across
.."" .
the road.
"Pa? I said the dishes are ready." .
"Un-huh."
He watched the flight of something that Wildly darted into thesky,
circled the silhouette, and disappeared behind it. He let his mind
dwell on the flying object-forcing a minor debate within himself as
Ito whether or not the thing was a bird or a bat. Finally he reaclr~d a
conclusion.
"Bats are weird creatures," he said.
,
"Yep, they sure are. Why, the damn fools don't know what they're
doing from one minute to the next. They're blind, you know? That's
why folks are always saying, 'blind as a bat.' Damn things are dangerous, too. Why, Milt Swanson ... he's over in Washoe County ...
he . . . you know t\1ilt, don't you, Pal Well, he said a bat flew in his
window one night and damn near drove his rna crazy. Got in her hair.
Couldn't get it out. Had to call the humane people. Had the whole
Washoe County on its ear. Funniest damn thing I ever heard. Yes, sir. . .
Had the whole county on its eqr, just on account of one little bat. 'SUnil ~:.
glad we ain't got any around here."
His chair squeaked and he let his gaze drop from the tallest tree to .
the dark blob on the swing.
"We ain't? I just saw one bigger-than-hell flying over those trees. I
mean he was big. Going like hell he was. Yes, sir. Bigger-than-hell."
"We ain't got nq bats around here, Pa."
"What do you mean? I tell you I ipst saw one. You keep watching
those trees over -there across the road. You'll see him. It's about time
for him to fly again. Just keep your eyes on those trees-."
"Pa, we ain't got none around here."
"I tell you I saw one."
"Pa, the science teacher over at the high school, Mr. Sawyer, says
they don't happen in this county. 'Bout the only place around here
where they happen is \VashQe County-got something to do with the
weather, or temperature, or something. . . . I don't know, but that's
what he says, and he's a teacher.'t
"I've seen afew bats in my day."
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"Nc:>pe! Ain't any around here, Pa."
He increased the rocker's speed and grunted as he managed his bulk
into a more comfortable position in the chair.
"Well, it sure as hell looked like a bat to me."
•
"Nope! Can't be."
"Suppose it could be some kind of bird."
"Has to be."
"Must be one of those damn crows. You see those crows this morning running all over our field? Damn things would steal a person
blind."
"They would and that's a fact."
He let calm and hum of summer press in upon him. He relaxed
deeper into the chair and slowed its tempo, letting his feet rest on
the porch. The chair stopped. His head tilted forwards and his chin
found the exposed hair of his chest.
"Pa. Pal Pa? You asleep, Pa?"
He pushed his feet down hard on the porch.
"Huh-un."
"Pa? The dishes are stacked and ready."
He put his hand to his throat and wiped the hot moisture out of
the creases of his neck and with one continuous action mopped his
fingers on his pants.
"Staying pretty damn hot tonight."
"Cool 'Out here, Pa. The kitchen's an oven."
"This is just like the weather they have in Hawaii sometimes."
"You ever been to Hawaii, Pa?"
"I know lots of folks who's been there. They say it's hotter than
hell."
•
"They get those trade winds, Pa. Kind of cools things off."
"There're times when the folks can't stand it. I heard they sit
around and pray for a storm or tidal wave or anything to cool them
off."
,
HI read in a book somewheres, where they have a pretty even type
of temperature most of the time, and when it gets too hot the trade
winds blow in and cool things off."
"I heard they run around nude most of the time 'cause of the heatthat ain't no decent way of life."
"yead where they don't need all the clothes we do 'cause of the
~ type temperature, but I didn't read about them going around
naked. I might like to move to Hawaii and see some of that."
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"Ain't decent."
"1
llBoy, Pa, I sure wish we'd have some of <those trade winds right
now. Cool things off so a person could get a good-night's sleep."
He rocked. He watched the trees across the road and the moon
resting on the tip of the tallest one.. Something wildly darted intO
the sky, framed itself for a darting few seconds in the moon, and
disappeared behind the ~lue-black silhouette of the trees.
"Pa? The dishes are stacked."
.
"There! I saw him again!"
"What's that, Pa?"
"That damn thing that looks like a bat."
"It aln
. 't , Pa. " '
"Well, I didn't say he was one. But he sure as hell looks iike one.
Keep your eyes on that clump of trees, you'll see."
"You kno;.v Maynard Williams, Pa?"
"Think so."
"Well, he's got ~ sister who went to Hawaii ... two, three, mayb~
four years ago . ',' I don't know. But he says he's going next summer . . . says she talked him into it. Boy! I might go~ with him if
they run around nude all the time."
"Ain't decent."
"I don't know how they could run around with no qothes on, Pa.
Maynard says his sister said they have a church on every corner there."
"Some church, letting folks run around naked. There! There he is!
There he goes. Did you see him?"
"I didn't see nothing, Pa."
"Keep your eyes on that clump of trees."
'l\
"Maynard says his sister said that they go to church all the time in
Hawaii. He says she said they worship idols and trees and rocks-just
about anything they can get their. ha?ds on." ~.
"There ain't but one God, boy."
"Say, Pa?"
"Huh."
"What do you suppose oltl Reverend Watson would do if everybody showed up nextStinday naked?"
"Why, he'd damn their souls to hell, that's what."
"Boy! I bet he'd split a gut trying to save souls and keep people
from looking at other people."
l'you ain't never going to see folks show up at our church nudewe got a lot of decent, intelligent folks around here. Folks who ain't.a
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bunch of ignorant savages. They know better than to look at evil
things. No, sir, you ain't going to see nobody naked around here. Ain't
decent. Damn it! There goes that sonofabitch again! Did you see
him?"
"Pa, can't you just see the look on old Reverend Watson's face? I
bet he'd be just as bug-eyed as the next man when the women started
pouring in-that would be the funniest thing in the world."
"Did you see him?"
"See who, Pa?"
His head nodded in slow motion, in rhythm with the rocking chair.
The boy stretched and walked across the porch.
"Well, guess I'll turn in. Good night, Pa."
He did not hear his son's parting remark. A faint smile played at
the corners of his mouth. He stared at the trees across the road. A
slight breeze ruffiedthe hairs on the back of his neck and he shivered.

..
~

JOHN SNYDER, now a teacher in San Jose, California, has, during his
varied career, been radio producer, director and writer; a news commentator,
announcer, and publicity writer. Young Publications this year published
a book of his poetry, World A Go Go. His fiction has appeared in Lyke
and he has been the recipient of several writil?g awards.
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DRUP NUMBER ONE
The lock click-licked when Sklodovich inserted the broken bit of
hanger into the keyhole and gave a sharp, confiden~ twisi. The door
burped open.
.
Sklodovich, throwing his head back to clear the view through his
overlong, black hair, peeped out, scanned the empty corridor and
darted into the slightly open door to his left with Arnold Trewitz,
pink robe wrapped tightly, slippers flopping, right behind. The door
closed with a snap behind them and Arnold found himself facing a
lean bird of a man with saucer eyes bulging in soporific surprise, a look
which Arnold was beginning to associate with patients at Japeth
Psychiatric Research Hospital. TOtlcan eyes fixed on Arnold's flushed
face before the man's white-gowned arm-wing swooped up to pull
Sklodovich's shaggy head down to accept a whisper.
"A guy come in wit you," chirped the little man.
"I know. He's with me," said Sklodovich.
('
"You sure?"
"Yes. Are you?"
"Me? Me? Me?" The huge eyes seemed to be ready to pop-spreading, thought Arnold, a spray of aqueous humor which would fill the
room. "What do you ask me?"
.
.
"He's with me."
"Good," said the little man looking at Arnold and scratching a few
wisps of white hair on his bald head into Dirksenian dance. "Just want
to be sure. Tell me," he whispered clawing Sklodovich's sleeve into a
.,
crinkly mess, "are dey still out dere?"
"No. Look for yourself." Sklodovich gently r~m6ved the hand from
his blue polka-dot pajama sleeve.
"Me? Me? Me? Look out dere? No tank you buster. Not me. \Vhat
you tink 1 am?'"
",~
"Arnold aI1d 1 have to see Dante," Sklodovichwhispered.'
"Ahnoldt';: ""
"This is Arnold. He came in with me."
;...
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"I see. Come wit me."
He hopped across the room which looked to Arnold much like the
one he had shared with the big man who thought he was a Russian
welder. One bed was neatly made. In the other, a large bulge under
a crazy quilt shivered with fear, illness, or shock. The bird opened the
closed door.
"They maybe ain't there now," he mumbled to himself as he pulled
boxes out of the closet, "but open that door too wide and dey'll be
dere so fast, so fast it'll make you pee-pee in your pants I tell ya."
Sklodovich nodded, stepped into the closet and removed a loosefitting plasterboard panel. Beyond the panel Arnold could see a whitegray tile floor with random cracks fissuring---them without pattern.
Arnold followed Sklodovich through the closet wall unsure of how he
had been covertly convinced to seek the aid of a vague, mad demideity named Dante. But Arnold had tried everything else to convince the seemingly deaJ doctors that he had been brought to the
hospital by a combination of bad luck and confused rhetoric. \Vhy not
Dante?
A
The bird whispered once more as he replaced the panel behind
them.
"You tink I don't know dey out dere, you got another tink!"
"Who does he think is outside the door?"
"I don't know," said Sklodovich looking around the washroom.
"He'd rather not say."
Accompanied by the fugue of swirling water in a constantly flushing line of cleanser-odor urinals, Sklodovich moved to a toilet stall.
Arnold paused, army memoried, but followed to see Sklodovich open
a small, battleship-gray metal tIoor above the seat.
"Up the pipe," he whispered pointing his finger up the dark shaft
beyond the door.
At first Arnold thought he had muttered a dark, empurpled curse
against pipes and tubular constructions in his world of welded steel
and international plots.
Head first Sklodovich disappeared through
....
the hole.
"Close the door behind you," his voice echoed as Arnold watched
slippered feet vanish upward into blackness. Reaching into the void,
Arnold felt a moist water pipe with which he pulled himself reluctantly after the fast fading sound above him. He closed the metal door
and began to move, but the metal door had exhausted him before
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he began. Balanced, clinging to wet pipe with one hand and both
legs, he had clos.ed the "metal door which had no handle on the' inside, nothing but a protruding bolt which he. struggled against with
unprotected fingers. Fear. Total darkness. How many floors above,
mygod, how many floors below? Visions of zipping down into limbo
like used razor blades down the shafts of hotel bathrooms~,Could those
blades ever be retrieved, thought Arnold. ttAnd what of m-e?" Up. The
ever-retreating sound of Sklodovich's pow~rful breathing.
Using the wall, a jagged ma~s of rough brick, and the protuberant
interstices of ancient piping, Arnold inched upward. Skinned Tight
arm on an unidentified outcropping. Wet hands slipping, he rested
holding the pipe and easing his ample rear against a somewhat smooth
section of cold brick.
UDr. Led."
The voice was sharp behind, in front, around him with the name
of the unseen doctor who was responsible for An;lOld's plight. Arnold
turned his head in the darkness expecting to see a raven's green glowing eyes. A thin, dusty blade of light cut a line a few inches above his
head. Brick dust itched his eye pnessed tight to the slit. A broad white
back filled the screen, shifted slightly and exposed the moist, uncomfortable figure of Dr. Lvov, the staff psychiatrist who had interviewed
him.
uFunds for the staff party will just have to be collected this year
from the staff," said the object of Dr. Lvov's gaze'and Arnold recognized the voice of Dr. Nobius-Led. He strained for a view of the head
psychiatrist who had remained hidden fro~ him behind a screen during a brief examination, but the slit was'too small. t.tYou all know I
don't mind putting up the cash out of my own pocket, but I don't
think the nonprofessional staff really appreciates it," Led continued..
uIn fact, I'm quite convinced that they resent it as a move of overt
and condescending benevolence. They may equally resent our asking
them for funds, but it will be a more controllable resentment."
Lvov opened his collar, pulled his tie down and mad~an unpleasant
face.
UI assume you all agree," said Led. ulf anyone feels that it is worth
discussing, please see me privately. Dr. Lvov, I understand you want '
to comment on the Trewitz case before we subject him to the second
phase of Drastic Recovery Undercover Project Number One."
HSimply," sighed Lvov, uhe is not worth the effort of DRUP. A
A

..>.
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borderline case, huh, at best with some minor manifestations which,
I admit, are disturbing, but far from worth such attention considering our patient load."
,
"Dr. Lvov," said Led with a trace of petulance, "we have gone over
this several times. It is precisely the patient's lack of extreme manifestation which makes him an ideal subject for this treatment. Our few
experiments, as you are well aware, involved cases of extreme difficulty
and yielded inconclusive results. Here we have a patient who is clearly
borderline, clearly, if I may quote myself, 'balanced humanly on the
razor blade which cuts a fine line between neurosis and more serious
psycho-medical disturbance.' He may be able to exist indefinitely
balanced, but he may also be sliced into schizophrenia."
'~'I think it highly unlikely," mumbled Lvov.
."The rest of us disagree," said Led sharply.
'''1 do not claim he is a median norm, but there are other cases
'. . ," Lvov trailed off picking his nose while pretending to scratch it.
"Forgive me please, but there is a point which is likely to make a
clarification of the issue." Arnold recognized the voice of the Indian
resident, Dr. Randipur. Lvov, the only one Arnold could see, turned
to lobk lover his shoulder with irritation at the speaker who was known
by patients and staff to be under the wing of Dr. Nobius-Led.
"The mother of this patient is quite willing that he be given transfer to the Garryowen Sanitarium as suggested, Dr. Led. This, I believe,
is most sound. Therefore, it is this I suggest. We proceed with Dr.
Led's most excellent plan of Drastic Recovery Undercover Rroject
Number One, on a rapid basis, say twenty-four hours. If, after this
time, we will see no results which we are finding to be reportable in
a technical report for the purpose of publication and further examination, I suggest that we then approve his transfer to Garryowen."
Lvov shrugged in defeat as IArnold willed him to make another
defense, but if one came it was. cut off from Arnold by a broad back
which leaned against his viewing slit cutting off sight and sound.
In total darkness, Arnold trembled, a victim of DRUP. But what
was DRUP? If he didn't respond to it as expected (whatever response
that might be), he would be shipped off to Garryowen. If he responded correctly, what was then in store? Perhaps endless rounds of
DRUP and counter-DRUP. Perhaps eventually he would grow large
eyes and fear unknown creatures lurking in the halls. Fingers and
hopes slipping, Arnold moved upward with no thought but escape
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or possible confrontation with Dr. Led, a confrontation in which,
somehow, he could convince him of the sanity of Arnold Trewitz.
Back aching, pajama bottoms slipping, he grappled- upward. :Palms
blistered he made an exhausted effort and found himself face to face
with a long, thin man whose mouth hung stupidly and perplexedly
open. A gray stubble beard surrounded the open mouth and circled
a creviced tongue. Arnold almost lost his grip.
'
"Where have you been?" said Sklodovich pushil1g the stunned
creature from the opening and extending a hand to Arnold. Through
the hole, Arnold found himself in another washroom and leaned
'
against the toilet to catch his breath.
The man with the ugly tongue stood, still open mouthed, witb his
pajamas at his feet and his arms wrapped tightly around his celerystalk body. He had obviously been interrupted while seated.
"Let's go," said Sklodovich walking to the door.
"Does he }<now,.what we're dbing here?"
"He?"
"That man," said Arnold. I
"I suppose not. Why?"
"Why? I think we scared the hell out of him."
"You think so?" Sklodovich said seriously. "Did we scare the hell
out of you, fella?"
The man shook his head wildly.
"See we didn't scare him. N9w let's go. If you see anybody in the
hall, walk as if you belong here."
Without knowing how. one walks in such a situation, Arnold followed him into the hall, leaving the bewildered man behind to make
his peace with reality. Patients in the hall paid no attention, but a
nurse paused and grabbed Arnold's sleeve. Sklodovich kept walking as
if the situation didn't concern him.
"Don't you think you should take that robe off and get a clean one?"
she said. "You look as if you've been crawling down a greased pole.
•
I don't see how some of you do it."
"I don't know how it got so dirty. Must h~ve fallen. I'll change
'-.
,
right away."
"See that you do." She turned a corner and was gone.
Head aching, Arnold wobbled down the hall after Sklodovich who ,
was waiting for him in a slight alcove. They ducked behind a pillar
which hid a window covered by bars. Sklod9vich opened the window
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and lifted two of the bars which easily slid out of the way. Easing
himself out- of the window he beckoned for Arnold to follow onto a
narrow ledge about ten stories above an enclosed courtyard. A thin
rain was falling as Sklodovich helped him onto the ledge which tilted
downward at a slight angle.
Sklodovich inched a few feet along the moist ledge, reached up to
an old rainspout and pulled himself with one hand over the roof and
out of sight. Arnold sighed and followed, remembering the voice of
Dr. Led. As he reached the rainspout, his foot slipped and his already
blistered hapds released the spout.
UNot in my pajamas," Arnold screamed as he felt Sklodovich's
powerful grasp on his left wrist. Detached, Arnold glanced down to
watch his slippers plunge, dance and bounce into the rain and out of
sight. Sklodovich lifted him, robe flapping, pajamas slipping, easily
over the top, jarring him only slightly. Lying on the bepebbled asphalt
surface, water streaming into his mouth, Arnold felt an acrid tear
mingle with the rain.
''I'll carry you the rest of the way."
"No thanks." Arnold rose midst the sparse jungle of chimneys,
parapets and television aerials.
Limping barefoot on the pinching pebbles, Arnold followed to a
protuberance of concrete and a green door to which Sklodovich put
his ear before opening it gently.
"Put these on." Sklodovich handed him a pair of sunglasses which,
once on, made it doubly difficult to walk down the dimly lighted
stairway.
"If anyone asks you, we're on our way to Dr. Keaky for a heat
treatment." Sklodovich too was wearing dark glasses.
"'What if they ask us why we're wet?"
"We just took showers."
"But our robes and pajamas are wet."
"We fell in a pool."
"Is there a pool?"
"I don't know," he said hurrying down the stairs. "We're supposed
to be mentally unstable remember?"
.
As they reached another door, Sklodovich raised his dark glasses
and paused.
"Remember, we're on our way to see Dr. Keaky for a . . . ."
"Heat treatment."
"Right."
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Drippingly they stepped into an alcove. Arnold, exhausted, warm,
and perspiring, felt about to collapse.
HWait here. Dante is on this floor so'mewhere. I'll check on the
room. It'll just take 'a minute." Too weak to protest, Arnold watched
Sklodovich put his huge hands in sopping pockets and step into the
hallway whistling more conspicuously than Arnold thought safe.
The instant Sklodovich turned the corner an unnoticed door before Arnold opened and a short, dark man stepped into the alcove.
One hand calmly rested in the pocket of a black silk robe. The other
hand held a pistol pointed at Arnold's stomach. ,
"You will please st~ quietly into this room," said the man.
'Tm on my way to'·Dr. K~ky for a heat treatment."
"Nonsense. There is no Dr. Keaky. Please step into this room with
no more trouble." Arnold stepped in leaving moist footprints on the
tile floor.
The room, Arnold noticed, was much like his own and the few
others he had seen except this one looked more permanent, perhaps
because of the simple, mipainted table in the corner, the huge trunk
near it and the reproduct~on of a Van Gogh sunflower on the wall.
"You will sit on the chkir and I will sit on the bed where it will be
quite impossible for you; to make a move toward me and live. Very
good. You did not know ~hat I could open the door did you? Of course
not. You never see the obvious. In many ways you are clever, but in
the end your overconfidence betra'ys you."
"You've got me confused with someone else. Honest to God. I'm
a patient just like you. My name's Trewitz. I'm just looking .. "
"Take off those ~unglasses."
,
The man did not look as dark, but the gun looked much larger.
"We might be able to arrange some kind of deal," the little man
whispered.
"Deal?"
"Perhaps. Remember I can always 'kill you, push you outside and
close the door. The others do not know I have this gun or that I can
open the door. Do not move."
''I'm not moving."
,
"First, we will change clothes. You take yours off first."
"My clothes are wet and they won't fit you. Besides, they don't
look much different from yours."
"Clever. I give you credit, but in this case you are also right. I
advise you not to move."
l..
<
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''I'm not moving. I didn't move."
"Very. good. I'd hate to have to shoot you before you served my
purpose. You will walk out of.this room in front of me as if you were
leading me someplace. You understand? My gun will not be visible,
but it will be in my pocket trained on your back."
"You're making a mistake. We'll get halfway down the hall and
they'll grab both of us. I'm a patient too. Don't you understand? I'm
a patient too."
"You'd like me to believe that, but I know you have been planted
.
here by Dr. Led. I can always spot you."
"But . . . ."
I
"No more. One more word and I'm afraid I'll have to shoot. Now
move to the door."
Before Arnold could decide on the safety of another protest,
Sklodovich stepped into the room cleaning moisture from his face
with a dry terrycloth towel.
"Well, what's the scoop?" said Sklodovich.
The little man's eyes darted between his two visitors.
"Do you know this man?"
"It's Arnold. Arnold L. Trewitz."
"What is the 'L' for?" said the man who Arnold now realized must
be Dante.
"Uonel," said Arnold.
"Like in trains or Barrymore?"
"What's the difference?"
"World view," said Dante putting his gun in his pocket and pulling
out a brown paper bag which he flipped to Sklodovich who moved
quickly to the bed and dumped the contents, dozens of walnuts, on
the brown"fuzzy blanket. "Well, my welding friend, what can I do
for you and how is the electroslag business?"
"They stole my patent," said Sklodovich selecting a walnut and
crushing it in one hand, "but what the hell." Arnold slumped to the
floor feeling that he was about to pass out, but he managed to disguise
his collapse as a floor-sitting slide.
"Staff conference will be over shortly:' said the little man looking
at his watch. "Suppose we get to business."
Sklodovich looked at Arnold and fished a bit of walnut out of the
shell fragments in his hand before responding.
"Escape:' he said. Dante grinned.
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Eyeing Arnold over his shoulder, Dante stepped to the window
and pulled down the sha'de which he spread out on the bed.
'''Your friend is not interested?"
"Arnold."
Arnold rose and staggered to the bed to $~e an elaborate and confused map of some kind drawn 'on the back of the shade. Sklodovich . .
assumed an air of rapt attention and continued to crack walnuts and
pop them into his grinding mouth.
.
.
"Our main problem," said Dante pointing to something on the map
to which Arnold paid no attention since he had quickly ruled the man
off as a hopeless lunatic, "is the moat. The drawbridge is down during the day, but well guarded. At night it is up, but the guard is small
because they don't fear an attack from tpe rear, a thrust from within
at the bowels of their own vile creation. I\know the mechanism of the
bridge for I've worked on the greasing detail under heavy guard. That
mechanism, gentlemen, is the only way. The moat, as you noticed
when they brought you in, is not too deep or too long or wide to
swim, but it is filled with deadly little fish that can pick a man clean
to "the bone before he takes two strokes. Therefore, one man, you,
Sklodovich," (Sklodovich nodd~d) "wilL overpower the drawbridge
guard and you, Lionel; will put on the guard's uniform and answer all d
calls to the guard stat'ion while we then work on the bridge. You
speak their language, don't you?".
.
"Yes," said Arnold too weary to flee from the madman whose eyes
were now gleaming with intrigue.
"Good. Now as long as they don't put the iron mask back on my
head this afternoon, and I doubt if they will since it caused a strawberry rash last time and they had to work on me for days to be sure
there would be no complaint from the Swiss legation of the Red
Cross when they examined me, gentlemen," he added, wrapping his
window shade, "until tonight."
"Dr. Led," said Arnold in an attemp(to salvage something from the'
mad pilgrimage. Sklodovich concentrated on cracking a difficult walnut
beneath his huge bicep.
"Nothing to fear from Dr. Nobius-Led," chuckled Dante. "He'd not
dare be around at midnight. He knows I've sworn revenge against
' "
h1m.
"That's not what I meant."
"Ah, you're worried about the plan. Believe me it is the best. There's
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no chance for a successful tunnel operation. We'd simply fall into the
room below and they'd be even more suspicious."
"Do you know what Dr. Led looks like?"
"Of course. How could I forget my mortal enemy? A tall, gaunt
man with fire-red hair flying in all directions and sharply pointed
orange mustaches. Glassy-blue eyes trying to escape from their sockets.
Not old, but ageless death in doctor's disguise."
"I've never seen anyone here who fits that description," said Arnold.
"Me either," said Sklodovich.
"Nor have I," said Dante. "But I've heard his voice a dozen, dozen
times and it told me everything."
"You've never seen him."
"Don't be a fool," said Dante cheerfully. "So I've never seen him.
Two words and I know any man. One look at his face and his history
is open to me; he stands naked. Dante has learned to observe. Take
you for example. Your walk, your voice. As soon as you walked in, I
could tell you were a Catholic."
"I'Je
rna w. "
~tConverted?"
~

"No."
"Well I could tell you've been married at least five years and have
two children."
"I'm not married."
"Liar," hissed the little man and grabbed Arnold by the collar
choking him. Sklodovich's hairy arm appeared before the swimming
vision of the tooth-clenched Dante holding Arnold. Dante released
him and Arnold reeled back against the wall.
"He was just testing you, weren't you Arnold?"
"Yes," Arnold gasped and through clearing eyes saw the little
man's face brighten.
.
"No patient has ever been allowed to see Dr. Led," said Dante.
~I've got to see him," Arnold said aloud, but to himself. ''I've got
to see him." Through sobs he told the two walnut-eating madmen
what he had heard while crawling up the pipe. After his story, Dante
closed his eyes, grinned and spoke.
"Listen, I have a story that will solve your problem. Once the
powerful warden of a Peruvian prison called a jailed friend of mine
into a large room filled with ~uards and newspaper reporters. It was
late at night and my friend, a revolutionary, had been wakened from
a troubled sleep. He rubbed his eyes at the huge cro""d and rubbed
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. them again when he saw the rare smile under the' warden's black
mustache. The warden ordered my friend to a table in the center of
the room on whiCh rested a black, cloth bag. Conversation in the
room stopped and the warden cleared his throat.
" 'In honor of the one hundteth anni~ersary of liberation, an amnesty has been called for all political prisoners,' said the warden with a
sweep of his fat hand. 'However, since this prison contains only the
worst ang most dangerous elements, our president is reluctant to include this man and his fellows: But our president is a fair man who
has instructed me to give this man an even chance to secure his free;.
dom and that of all others in this prison. In that bag are two small,
white balls. On one is written FREEDOM; on the other PRISON •. By virtue
of his rank in the subversive underground revolution, this man has
been selected to select the ball. which will determine his fate and that
of the others. He will place his hand in the bag a~d pull out one ball.
If it is the one for FREEDOM, he is free. If it is the other, they all remain. You of the press have been invited to prove that our president
is a man of his word. Now take out a ball,' the warden ordered my
friend.
"~1y friend was no fool. He knew that the fat warden with the
great mustache hated him and would not let him get away. \Vhat,
my friend quickly reasoned, wou19 be a better way than to make him
the object of hatred of his fellow inmates? Surely, my friend knew; if
. he selected the ball marked PRISON, the lower elements in the prison
would read of it or hear of it and it would fester until one of them
could st~nd it no longer and would kill my friend for his ill luck. _My
friend pretended to be sleepy as his mind worked rapidly. 'There is no
chance of my pulling out the right ball,' he decided looking at the
grinning warden and feeling the breath of the reporters; The truth
was obvious. Both balls contained the word. PRISON and it made no
difference which one he picked. No one would dare challenge the
powerful warden, second cousin to the president, by asking to see the
remaining ball,. least of all my friend who knew that such a move
would bring an unpleasant death. My friend made up his mind
quickly.
"He strode to the table, plunged his hand into the bag and, without looking, threw the ball into his mouth and swallowed it in bne
gulp. A gasp rose from the crowd and the warden reached for his
pistol.
.
" 'What are you trying to> do?' shouted the purple-faced warden.
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'Nothing,' said my friend innocently pretending a combination of
stupidity and drowsiness. 'I thought I was supposed to eat it. Anyway,
there is no harm done. All you ·have to do is see which ball remains
in the bag and the one I picked is, by elimination, the .other one.'
"'True,' said a sharp-nosed reporter standing near the table. A
murmer of approval ran throl:1gh the reporters who were anxious to
discover the fate of the prisoners and were not to be put off by one
idiot revolutionary. The warden, teeth clenched, eyes magnificent with
hate, dumped the ball on the table. It bounced toward the sharp~
nosed reporter who grabbed it and read it.
'FREEDOM,' said the reporter handing the ball to the warden. 'He
ate the PRISON ball.' In an instant the room was clear of reporters rushing to write of my friend's sad selection. Badly shaken, my frien~ was
returned to his cell and several weeks later he was found beaten to
death, whether by guards or prisoners no one ever discovered."
Dante reached for a walnut to show that his parable had ended.
"Outsmarted himself," said Sklodovich.
"No," said Dante. "Not at all. He had been absolutely right. Both
balls had PRISON marked on them. The sharp-nosed reporter had used
a perfect opportunity to do a good turn for the powerful warden who
rewarded him by attempting to have him imprisoned a few months
later on some trumped-up' charge. At that time, the reporter told the
truth, but it was too late to do my friend any good and, since the
warden denied it as the word of a desperate. criminal, it did no good
for any of the remaining prisoners either."
"What's this got to do with me?" asked Arnold shivering with cold
from his moist pajamas.
"There's little hope for you, Lionel. Realize this, it makes no difference if you find out who Dr. Led is. If he has made up his mind,
you are as surely doomed as my friend and you will have as much
choice as he had. Either give in to DRUP or escape. Now gentlemen,
if you will forgive me, I've got to get some rest. We have a great deal
of work tonight:'
The little man guided them to the door, his attack on Arnold
obviously forgotten, hands once again in his pockets. Sklodovich
scooped up his walnuts, winked at Dante and nodded to Arnold to
follow him. Over his shoulder Arnold saw the little man climb into
bed behind them and as Sklodovich closed the door, a loud snore arose
from the still, robed figure.
.
"Is that gun real?" whispered Arnold.
U

.
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"N0 mechanism," said Sklodovich looking down the hall.
"Does he really expect us to come back tonight?"
"Don't know. Doesn't really matter. He wouldn't leave anyway.
He can leave whenever he wants to. His door is open. He just won't go
out unless a doctor or nurse holds his hand and leads him out. He
thinks the floor will give way. Someth.ing to do with an accident he
had in South America."
The fluorescent corridor was empty and quiet except for a distant
muffle of voices. Sklodovich turned toward the door leading to the
roof and Arnold felt a sinking, tired feeling in his knees.
"I can't make it," he whispered in panic.
Sklodovich winked and with a nod indicated a new direction.
Arnold followed him around the corner, down a short corridor and to \
a door. Walking through the door, Arnold found himself not more
than twenty steps from his own room which he had assumed was an
odyssey away.
.
"Why didn't we' just come through here in the first place?" he
sobbed.
;
"There are many ways of doing things," said Sklodovich taki~g his
arm and helping him to the room. "There's always an easy way, out to
mean something, sometimes it has to be the hard way. Besides, that
wasn't even the hardest way. Hell, I didn't even take you down the
wire or make you put on the nurse's disguise. Next time we'll try
something different.'~
Arnold was never sure whether he passed out before or after he
reached the door to his room.

~
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christmas is spring fever
winter an ermine swan
The pale widow Snowdust
puffed through an orchard of hail,
licking her lips
as if they were her lover's,
inhaled by the peach brittle air.
Minnow eyed, poppy skirt,
sleet shrilled hair,
,
she scurried among her invisible shad~ws
a hummingbird
cocooned
in the silk of its flight,
slowly succumbing to limbo,
submerged in the smudge
of a delicate, bric-a-brac dream.
Merry circus,
merry cucus,
my hair dresseCi up like wind.
And we skipped on the whipped, peaked air
through cherries and nutmeg and mint
as giraffes, still hungry from dinner,
stretched to gulp down dessert.
He stripped
a peacock angel.
I sailed
the furious clouds of his eyes
and gypsies Were sucking lemons
uprooting the stars from the sky.
I spun
to the touch of his voice
and mermaids were washing with midnight
as sunflowers sowed the sea.
But the almond thighedgirl was bitter
lost in the weight of his
quicksilver lace.
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Thunder bristled with envy
and sleet .cavorted in rage
while under a mushroom the pale widow sat
drunk on her Mexican chocolate and gin.
StilI swathed in the mane of an ache, rapture dream
her atoms hushed through their shadows
mild and mellow and warm;
carved from the pulse
.J
of a sheer marble storm Y
she died
like the touch of frost,
like a drift of moonlight melting
in the feverish wake
of beginning.

V. BARRETI PRICE

SOLUTION
grace
is a lily and a bear
pungent labyrinth and rain
fruit and fact
fierce lumbering fantasy delicate as frost and gravity
day's a honey crystal waterfall
geyser of sun, titanic light
and love
a roaring purity
the jungle as a fountain built by leopards and their angels
in ~ts water grows the humid emerald of the wind
and one huge bird
:
blinding clear outrageous ritual of splendor
eagle of the succulent abyss
sings in my caverns
my soul's suit of lights
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roaring! magma!
the solution is volcanic
no hope nor panacea
no dainty decrepit dream
yes absolute roaring
nucleus of thunder
lava blood, lava sperm and egg
magma rhythms are the genes of stars
ferns, hurricanes and hearts
dare! dare your mind and chemistry to know
the daring in the roaring of the rainbow
the rapids of the nova thundering through the vein
dare! air is the shore of sun
the breath of your blood all light
grace is a lily and a bear
love a roaring'purity
the jungle and the stars
are Jour becoming
you becoming all and being
by be-knowing
one small all.

CLIFFORD WOOD

LETTER TO THREE MINISTERS
The scene was Kansas: you'll recall the walk
We took one Sunday afternoon, along
An old escarpment of the Flint Hills, past
Jacob's Creek and down the windward valley
Between two deserted farms. It was my turn
To play the parson, having earned the right
That morning by catching a good bass at the willow
Pool and cooking him for lunch on the bank.
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You came out after church, to look ar~>und,
And what we saw was scripture-of a sort;
The aspect of that world was an immediate
Fact, but looki~g made it metaphor:
Trees growing bent from th'e prevailing wind,
Last winter's coyotes hanging on the fences
By the road, the run Qf a wiJd dog pack
Winding just below the crest of the hills
That told us why we need not look for Fabbits
Or for deer. The frost had begun to loosen
In the rock shelves, enough to start the large
Springs up again. We knelt by one the size
Of an ann to listen to the water moving
Deep inside with a sound like a distant choir
Or the ambiguous plaint of an old god trapped.
Farther on we found the usual sign
Of fox-a slash, a stain, and a mat of feathers.
But the real luck was the owl dung:
Under the bare rafters of the broken
Fannhouse I cut it open to show the mouse
Inside, digested, disarticulate
But whole, its teeth still in the jawbone; a seeming
Comfort in its immortality
Becoming stone. Then,_just like that, we saw
Him-brown, heavy, near enough
To have been watching-drqp from a sycamore tree,
Follow the slope of the ground; and he was gone.

79

,

r frequently recall that ~alk on Sunday
Mornings, on my way to fish or hunt,
Driving out of this Wisconsin town
, In a clamor of bells, past mew washed cars along
The curbs; think of you three on a mound
Overlooking ninety miles of uninterrupted
West, an.d think of what you must have seenA trinity, a proIlfise, or a th;eat.
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VILAS WINTER
Such sudden cold gives back the land its own
Integrity...,.-a simple fact of stone.
The brevity of summer seems a lie,
An opulence arranged to falsify
The other hints that are here, but are not seen
In other seasons: here in the cold green
Shapes of pike, in the official words
That next year we may expect fewer birds;
In the well-known habits of the bears, and in
The spring ice-shove on the lakes: a thin
Reflection of a distanfglacial snow
Still pressing downward-patient, slowOr an iceberg that obscures its old intent
By separating from its continent.
So, too, this parent rock, the Cambrian shield,
Where the planet sticks out through a shallow field
Allowing the streams to deepen its bright scars,
Proclaims no kinship with the cooling stars.
The hunter goes home early, may forget
His own and his land's great tendency, but let
Him come in winter; he sees it then
Such as it was and-will be again.
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JUDGE RIPPER'S DAY
When Nadine and I drove through the gate into Greenwood
County Park, hundreds of cars already were parked and behind us
were cars lined up, bumper to bumper, to a bend in the road about
a mile away. How far beyond this bend the line extended we didn't
know, for we couldn't see. Impatient drivers were honking their horns
for cars up front to move on into the park grounds, so they could
move up for the big day.
"Some turnout for the retirement of the Solemn Old Judge," I
said. "I can remember when I was a boy he was called 'Rip, the Ripper.' And he couldn't have been named after Rip Van Winkle, for
the Solemn Old Judge wasn't so solemn when he was a younger man.
He was up hoeing in his garden at six in the morning. He always
liked to use a hoe to chop weeds and hoe vegetables and flowers."
"Yes," Nadine recalled, "we liyed across the street from him. I remember Judge Ripper always was hoeing in the garden as my father
went to work."
"And, you see, the early bird got the worm," I said. "Look how
long he has served as circuit judge!"
When an usher had guided us into a place to park, we got out and
looked at the throng of people gathered over on the bank of Big
River. The river is the norther.n -boundary of our twenty acres of
Greenwood County Park.
"The Solemn Old Judge is already over there," the usher told us.
"He's been here since daylight. You know he gets out early and he
gets there in a hurry!"
"
"Yes, but who's up in that big elm over there?" I asked.
"Must be the Solemn Old Judge Ripper," he said.
"But wha.t's he doing up in a tree?" I asked.
There must have been five hundred people gathered in a circle
around the tree looking up at the man whose long, thin white hair
rode on the June morning wind that blew up Big River-rode like a
man's white undershirt flapping on a clothesline. Nadine and I hur-
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ned across the park to join !the outer rimj of the circle Qf people .
gathered aroilnd and under the big: elm. We crowded up just like all
the others who were hurrying to be a partlol Judge Rippeft~.::Day.
It was Judge Ripper up there in the big tree, all right. TWo pulleys
had been fastened to a big branch in the top of the elm and they
came down and fastened to a rocking chair on which sat qur Solemn
Old Judge. Two men worked the pulley ropes, lifting our judge up
a few inches at a time'.
"What in the world is going on here?" I wbispered to Mort Perry
who was standing beside me. "What's he doing up in that tree?"
"Ah, just getting up there whtue the people can see him, I reckon,"
Mort replied in a low tone. "You know, he's been a most unusual
judge. He began to wear them big ribbon neckties before anybody
else did. He got everybody's attention focused on himself until they
forgot all about the trial. Just tolook at him sitting up inhi~ jl!dge's
seat would make people think h~was trying.to be God AlmightY on
his throne."
"Gather up closer to me, my friends," Judge Ripper said in a soft
voice that somehow carri~d out, a long way. "Come under the sound,
of my voice, as I will havtf. no gavel today. I am no longer your circuit
judge. The Day of Reckoning has'come to me on this Earthly Footstool. Old age has overtaken me, as it will overtake everybody who
stands down there and listens to the sound of my voice. I will no
longer wield that gavel and y6u will no longer hearken ~o the sound
of my voice. My days of administering justice in the Greenwood
County courtroom are over. You have elected me to eight terms of
office!"
"Your honor, Judge Ripper, I beg to correct your statement," spoke
a voice down among us, though on the other side of the tree from
Nadine and me. "You have· served Greenwood County as our Most
Honorable Circuit Judge for nine terms, six years for each term, which
,,'"
makes fifty-four years.
.'
"You are correct and I am correct, my friend, Daffy Perkins," the
Judge replied. "But I was elected by the people only eight times. :f
will explain this to you today as I am lifted higher in this free. But ~:
I have served you, my honorable constituents, fifty-four years, as
Daffy Perkins has told you. There are many things I wish to say on my
last appearance before you.
"Today I appear before, you an honest man. Time is fleeting, and
with each minute I am nearer tHe grave. When Death's cold icy
.

&
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fingers grab me by the throat and I depart this life, I want to leave an
honest Will and Testament to my fellow man, to my constituents,
who have been so kind to me, regardless of what I have done to them."
Above us, our Solemn Old Judge, with his windblown white hair,
still had the frigid air of the Solemn Old Judge that we had known
so long and feared as much as we would fear the appearance of Old
Beelzebug among us. His face was pale, his nose long and sharp at the
tip, almost like a hatchet with a blunt edge. His cold blue eyes that
looked down upon us were similar to those of a predatory hawk. He
was wearing the rose-colored ribbon tie, which fluttered up there in
the wind like a flag. He wore a black ftrneral suit. His coat had a
penci~, fountain pen, and spectacle case in its front pocket. His long
legs dangled, encased in wrinkled black pants, and he was wearing
black high-top lace shoes with sharp-pointed toes. Across his middle,
from arm to arm of the rocking chair, a broad sash which looked like
it might be a quilt or a blanket was tied securely so that when and
if our Solemn Old Judge Ripper leaned against it, he wouldn't fall
out of his last judge's seat.
"No, it won't be long before your judge will have to stand before
God's Great Judgment Seat and be judged," he said. "This thing of
judgment is a serious matter, I realize now more than at any other
time of my life. I know it because maturity has come to me as the
years have passed. My days of judging men and women, boys and
girls, have Rassed because the lengthening shadow of time has spread
over my world. Before I reach the Great Judgment Day, I must make
a few confessions to you."
More people had come, joining the outer rim of the circle of Judge
Ripper's friends and follOwers and those who had come, perhaps, to
jeer at him because of some of the decisons he had made. More than
a thousand stood jam-packed in a wagon-wheel circle under and
beyond the giant elm with a half-acre spread. Judge Ripper had selected the right tree, where he could look down from his rocking chair
on the faces, both familar and unfamiliar, looking up at him. He had
chosen this giant tree a,mong the smaller trees as a symbol comparable
to his 'being the human giant among his constituents living in Greenwood County, which constit~ted the limitations of his judgeship for
the past fifty-four years.
"Last December 31 I served my last day," he spoke down to the
eager faces packed in the wagon-wheel circle beneath him. "I have
waited for this first day of June, which brings the fairest weather and

/
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plenty of green leaves to our fair county.,seat town of Blakesburg,
where our courthouse and our seat or justice is, and where I have
served you over half a century.
"Do I hear the hum of whispering down there? I have no gavel
today. You must get quiet and listen to what I have to say. My voice
is not what it used to be, not with the wind blowing up here and with
the rustling leaves all around me. I cannot talk against this wind in
the leaves. They are trying to speak to me while I am trying to speak
to you. We must let the wind and the leaves make noise, while you
. silence yourselves down there."
:,. . .
,
"All quiet down here, Your Honbt;" said \Villie Potter. "Go ahead!
We want to hear what you have to s~y."
"First, I must confess to you that Ripper is not my real name," he
said. "I gave up a better name than Ripper. My real name is John
Jamison, a very old pioneer name in Greenwood County. It's nc;>t
Honest John, Big John, Good Old John, or Father John Ripper,
either. All these prefixes to my first name were added in an earlier
day to woo the yoters. Honest John is a good name to get votes. And,
of course, Father John came when I was running for circuit judge
beyond retirement age. I was old enough to- be thefatper of ninety
~
l
per cent Q{~ this county's population."
"Tell us how you got the name Ripper, Your Honor," ~aid a woman
looking up from the crowd.
The hissing sound of low whispers was· going through the crowd
beneath the tree: "Well, I never knew that!" "I always thought his
name was Ripper." "\-Vell, I knew his name was Jamison," whispered
an old ma'R. "But I never norated the story, for he's a man of my
party:; "What's the matter with him?" whispered another old man.
"It's better to let sleeping dogs lie. He must be in his dotage to make
sicha confession and ruin our party." A~d there were more whispers,
mingled together in an indecipherable profusion of words.
"Order down there," said the Solemn Old Judge."This is my day,
and I want to speak the truth. Now, quiet, so I can tell you how I
,
got the name Ripper!"
A stillness came over the crowd.
"As a young attorney in Blakesburg, I was both a schemer and a
dreamer," our Solemn Old Judge continued. "I had ambitions of
being circuit judge. But in' those days, Greenwood and Lantern
counties were joined in one judicial circuit. Since Lantern County
had enough plurality of votes in the minority party to elect a circuit
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judge, I got another idea. I ran for representative of Greenwood
County, where the only election I had to watch was the primary in
my own party. I had a battle in my party, but I came through with
flying colors, while the man we ran for circuit judge, Lawyer Ephraim
Gullett, who has long been dead and gone to his reward, was defeated
by a prominent attorney of Blakesburg, Oder Timmons. Now Oder
Timmons, too, has gone to his reward.
"My friends, I have to pause a minute here," continued our Solemn
Old Judge, as he pulled a leaf from the elm, took the pencil from his
front cqat pocket and laid the leaf on the rocking chair arm. "I shall
write the name Oder Timmons on this leaf," he said. ('I'll write it on
the white belly of the leaf, where it will be legible. And here it goes."
He threw the leaf to the wind and the wind carried it away.
('I'll say for Oder Timmons he was a fine lawyer, an honest and
good man. He was old enough to be my father. I had gone to him
when I was a very young lawyer, for we had graduated from the law
school at State University. He was an experienced Blakesburg lawyer
when I hung out my shingle. He helped me like a father would help
a son. But I had my dreams, and I couldn't help doing what I did,
, though I knew it would be extra expense to our state, which has suffered from poor economy for more than a century. Oder Timmons
was elected circuit judge of· Lantern and Greenwood counties, but
I knew he would never serve. \Vhy had I fought through a long, hard
primary in my party to be elected representative of our county?
"My constituents thought I would get better roads for them, and
buildings in the state park, as I had promised," he continued. "But
the first thing I did when I got to the legislature was to present a ripper bill to make a new district. I'm the one who separated Greenwood
and Lantern counties. I knew if I told our boys in the legislature, a
majority of two to one over the minority party, that I'd vote for anything they asked me to vote for and would ask for nothing in returnno roads, no building for the state park-they'd tallyho for any bill.
How could it be otherwise when the governor and I were classmates?
Now, when we sent Oder Timmons from our Greenwood County,
where he was born and grew to manhood to become circuit judge
of Lantern County, who do you think Governor Boston appointed?
Not Ephraim Gullett who had been defeated. I was the man appointed.
'''Excuse me a minute until I write old Ephraim's name on a leaf
and toss it to the wind! Good old Eef! He lived fourteen years after
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that defeat and double cross, and died of a broken heart. He always
thought he had been betrayed, and he worked hard against me when
I ran the first time. I was barely elected, but by being a good party
man, I kept my election pluralities gaining from 'Big John,' 'Honest
John,' 'Father John' to the 'Solemn Old Judge.' When I came to be
your 'Solemn Old Judge,' no man dared'run,againstme."
"Your Honor, why did you write Oder Timmons and Ephraim
Gyllett's names on the leaves and toss them 'to the wind?" ~sfed a,
, man with a sun spot on his face where sunlight had filtered tntuugh
the leaves.
:
"Are we not as grass?" Judge Ripper asked. "Don't even the laWyer
and the circuit judge pass and are forgotten like the rest? Aren't we
leaves on the wind? As I now look upon the past, I wonder just how
fit I was to judge the people after routing Oiler Timmons from his
county, which was my county and your county, and he must have
loved this county then the same as we do now. And, then, look at
_ what I did to Ephraiql Gullett! No wonder he accused me of betrayal. He was in line Epr appointment as judge of the newly created
district. So, it was he ot it was Oder Timmons who named me' Judge
Ripper, and it went from constituent to constituent until I became
Judge Ripper. By having one name consume the other name and by
due process of law, I discarded Jamison, my real name, and I accepted
the name Ripper that the people had given me. I have found it better, dear friends, to obey the wishes and desires of the people if I
wanted to stay in office, and I did!"
.
"Honorable Judge, I never knew your real ~e was Jamison," said
a man standing very dose to me. "I have always believed your name
was Ripper. I didn't know you inherited your name by such devious
methods!"
"Well, I did, and I think of the promises I made to the people
about bringing them ,better roads back there in 1963 and when I ran
for the office of representative," he said. "I never got one foot of
road for them. I can tell you now thaI' the mind of the voter is fickle.
He wants a promise. And he accepts a promise and votes for it even
when he knows ~e'll never get it. In my younger days, I was a climbing man. I had dreams of being appointed to the State Court and
maybe, if I were lucky, to the Supreme Court of the United States."
- "Your Honor, that was not an honorable thing to do to Oder Timmons, even if he was not in your majority party," spoke the man who
had asked him, the last question. "And you did betray Ephraim G~l.
,
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lett, the man in your majority party who ran against Mr. Timmons
and lost."
"I admit to all you have said'>' Judge Ripper replied as his rocking
chair rocked and his long white hair rode on the wind like a horse's
flaxen mane w. 'T} he runs to meet a blowing wind. "Today I sit
above you, an h01U".5t man looking down upon yC?u! And this day is
just beginning for me. Will you call off the names to me, Cyrus?"
"Your Honor, shall I call off the names beginning with your first
term in the spring of 1964?"
"Yes, begin with the beginning," he replied. "See, I've explained
about my name and how I became the youngest circuit judge ever to
sit on the bench. I was twenty-eight when I became circuit judge
of this district, which was befor~ many of you were born. I am now
eighty-two and when a man becomes my age, when he is so near the
last and final judgment by the Great Master Judge, it is time for him
to confess and be an honest man. I cannot face my Great Judge until
I have made these confessions ~o you, my friends and my former
constituents." Our Solemn Old Judge Ripper stopped briefly to clear
his throat with a feeble cough. Then he continued, "Of course, it is
impossible to mention all the men, women, boys, and girls 1 have
passed sentence on or have given instructions to the juries who have
passed judgment. I shall mention a few of the many, those 1 was
never sure about and those where 1 leaned a little for personal gain."
"Has he lost his mind?" said Bailey Elswic~. He was our sheriff of
Greenwood County. "He'll ruin our majority party."
"1 heard what you said, Bailey Elswick," Judge Ripper spoke up in
a high voice. "Don't worry about our majority party in this state and
all the other southern states. It has been tried. It has been killed,
cooked, and eaten, but never digested. It comes to life and is as good
as new. 1 used to think it would hurt when our majority party was
disowned by other areas of our great country. But torn into parts,
our party always got back with the others before a state or national
election. And we became a living, united whole again, ready for
another assault on the helpless minority party. We always rode the
Victory Horse. The minority party's horse we named Defeat:'
"All right, Your Honor. The first name on this scroll is Willie
Allcorn."
"Convicted on circumstantial evidence and given life for cutting
Horam Gullett's throat with a razor," he said. "Two others could
have been guilty of this hideous crime. But 1 was a young judge then.
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No votes were, subtracted from me when I passed sentence, for he
belonged to the minority party. Bear with me, dear friends, while I
pull this leaf!"
When the Solemn Old Judge wrote "Willie Allcorn" on the
leaf, he spelled the name for all to hear. "Poor pld Willie grew old
and died in the pen, and may God rest his. sou!." He threw the leaf
on the wind and it went sailing above tJie treetops and over Big
River. Our judge watched the leaf until it tlisappeared, and then he
said, "That's the way of man. He's here, a leaf, a blade of grass today
and he's. withered and gone tomorrow. Not any decision can be
wrongfully right or rightfully wrong. Who ever hears ·ofWillie Allcorn today?"
.,
"Your Honor, only I," spoke a feminine voice below. HI am' his
granddaughter, and my father, God rest his soul, always said his
father died in the pen and was never guilty of the crime of which he
was accused."
"No one is sure whether he was or not," said our Solemn Old Judge
Ripper. "He might not have been, and he might have been,. But I
write his name on a leaf from the tree of life, since I am not sure."
HBut what you are doing. \s crazy, Your Honor," protested Sheriff
I
Elswick.
"You are young and partYrminded," the judge said. HWrong decisions, getting what we think is somewhere tqo fast by any means to
an end doesn't pay. This trying men in newspapers for crimes they
are merely accused of doesn't pay.'~
"Judge, I belong to the minority party, and I just came here today
to be coming," said Mike Hansford. "But I'm glad I came. I'm glad
you're doing this. It takes a big man to do what you are doing!"
"Thank you, Mike Hansford," the judge said. "The world has
changed so much with so many people in it that it is so much with
us now we had better play life's game with honest intentions."o
"Your Honor, are you ready for another name?"
Hyes, C yrus, I am. "
The voice was familiar to me. I looked around the tree, and there
stood Cyrus Middleton, reading off the names to the judge.
had
served forty years. as Greenwood County Circuit Court Clerk. He
was the man who put the jurors' n~ines in a wheel, turned the wheel,
and took out the names. He had been accused by many in both
parties of stacking the jury with names thaOt would either convict a
man or clear him, whatever happened to be the wish of the judge,

He
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the party, or those in power. He was wearing a tight-fitted checkered
suit and a ribbon tie like Judge Ripper wore. He always had been a
close friend of our judge.
"Your Honor, George Felty."
"I regret very much that George Felty died on the hot seat,"
Judge Ripper said. "It was proved that he killed Buzz Johnson ... a
trial I will never forget. But life was dear to him, even if he had
taken a life. And had he been sentenced to life, he would have been
punished more by thinking of the crime he had done."
Then our Solemn Old Judge Ripper wrote George Felty's name on
a leaf and tossed it .on the wind. The leaf turned over and over, just
as thoughts of murder must have turned over in Felty's mind and
thoughts of his 'sentence had ~umed over in Judge Ripper's mind.
"Will you please hoist my chair up so I can reach more leaves?"
. Judge Ripper asked.
His attendants on the ground pulled the rocking chair up by pulley
ropes to anothe~ cluster of leaves.
"Reckon there'll be enough leaves on that tree for him to write all
the names he has sentenced?" asked an elderly woman standing near
Nadine and me.
"No, there won't be enough leaves on that big elm for all the
people he's sentenced," said an elderly man standing near her.
"Another name, Cyrus," said our Solemn Old Judge, who was now
perched higher in the tree. ttWe must move along faster if we get to
all the names listed on that scroll."
"Walt Whitfield."
"Sentenced to three years for nonsupport of wife and seven children,"
the judge said. "Three children didn't belong to him, since another
man stayed there, too. His wife, old Effie, should have been sentenc~

"Janice Traylor, for killing her husband, Bill, with a butcher knife.
I commuted her sentence, since she was the mother of two children. She should have served."
He scribbled her name on a leaf and threw it to the wind.
"Now, Janice has been judged by the Supreme Judge, for she has
gone to her reward. Cyrus, please keep the names coming."
Well, there were many names read by Cyrus from the scr91I and
many leaves tossed by Judge Ripper's cadaverous hand from 'the elm
tree, which represented the Tree of Life to our Solemn Old Judge.
These leaves brought comments, sighs, and cries from the crowd be-
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neath. A fight started, but Sheriff Elswick put an end to it. I never
heard anything like the confusion beneath the elm. Maybe the people
got tired of standing, but they wouldn't leave. They waited to hear
the next name called, and there were many called, written on leaves,
and tossed to the wind-leaves for only those who now had gone with
the wind from Greenwood County, which had been their Tree of
.Life, to their last resting places in Greenwood County earth, in prison
burial grounds, state or federal, and in potter's field.
Names recorded on leaves and tossed to the wind included Woddly
Fritz, possessing illegal licket; Dudley Keams, armed robbery; Aleck
Chaffin, shooting his brother-in-law; Moonie Cotswold, six times at
close range with intent to kill; Mary Pennix, accessory to armed robbery; Pert Pennix, armed robbery; Cottle Abrahams, detaining a female against her will; Wilford Seymour, carnal knowledge of a female
under sixteen; Thaddeus Stevens, stabbing with intent to kill; Roscoe
Blevins, breaking and entering; Benton Remines, third offense of
making illegal whiskey; and ot~er names for similar offenses-Don
Sibene, Redbelly Seagraves, Arnold MacNutt, D'ollie Stump, Martin
Hillsdale, Ernest Howa~d, Wiley Wilson. He went on calling names
as he pulled leaves from the elm and recorded their names for the
wind. When leaves around him were used, his attendants <-below
hoisted his rocking chair' up to' new clusters. There was a hole up
through the center of the elm where all the leaves were plucked clean.
Now our Solemn Old Judge Ripper was climbing higher and higher
up into his Tree of Life. And the wind continued to blow up Big
River, the usual direction from which the, winds and the rains came.
"Boy, am I tired," said Art Mullins. "It's awful interesting to hear
His Honor, Judge Ripper, call them names and tell what they have
done and say what he thinks about them now. Maybe his successor,
Honorable Clifford Harper, ought to have one of these tree-settings
once a year and invite all his constitutents out to hear him. Maybe
it would be better for the law."
All the time Art was mumbling his words to the man who stood
besiq, him, our Solemn Old Judge was spelling out more names and
recording names on leaves for the wind to carry hither and thither
over Big River and up the valley.
"What does it matter that their names are written on leaves now?"
said a young woman standing near Art Mullins. "They are gone with
the wind. They have served their sentences. They have no stones with
recorded names 'lind dates. How much will recording their names on
,I

.
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deaves help them now, when they are gone and forgotten and sleep
\n unmarked graves?"
.~. "But His Honor, our Solemn Old Judge Ripper, is making an
open confession," said a woman over beside the tree. "Open confessions are good for the soul."
"If I were in his shoes when I stood before the Master to be judged,
I'd have fears," Art Mullins said. 'Tve never been anything but a
farm laborer, but I won't have to answer for what he did to Ephraim
Gullett and Oder Timmons. Think back in the middle of the twentieth century! Ah, his sins have found him out. His soul is hungry
and crying. I hope he will come clean, and God will rest his soul
when he comes to that final judgment all men must face."
"My ears are good, and I heard that, Mr. Mullins," Judge Ripper
raised his feeble voice from midway up in the elm. "And you, sir,
are exactly right. But it is not too late for a man to get forgiveness
for his mistakes. It is good that he can recognize his mistakes and make
his confessions before the kin of those he wonders about wonder
about some of his decisions, and know that some of them were made
because of other pressures and interests, party affiliations, and other
things of the day and time of their trials."
"Judge, I admire you for what you are doing," Art said. "But I
can't stand here and listen, for I. weigh 215 pounds, my shoes are
hurting my feet, and I'm hungry."
"Go eat, Mr. Mullins, rest yourself and return," he said. ''I'll be
going strong here all the day with the list of names on the scroll that
must get a leaf from this Tree of Life. All right, another name,
Cyrus."
"Nadine, I'm tired of standing," I said. ''I'm hungry, too, like my
friend, Art Mullins. Let's go eat and rest and come back! I see that is
what others are doing."
StiiI there were as many around the tree as come to Blakesburg
when we have a street carnival. Nadine and I walked back to the car,
where we stilI could hear Judge Ripper reading names as he sent
them away on currents of wind.
We drove down to Blaskesburg and ate in Pennington's Cafe. I
was tired enough to drop, too, but I still could see and hear our
Solemn Old Judge up in that tree. His ripper bill, introduced in the
middle of the twentieth century, just to redistrict a county to give
himself a position, at extra expense to our state, would never die. Not
even in the year of 2019 A.D.
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"Nadine, as soon as we are rested enough, I want us to go back to
the park to see if our Solemn Old Judge Ripperwill still be up in that
elm," I said.
.
"You know he will," she said. "I don't see much use of going
back there and hearing the names ofthose sentenced and seeing him
write another name on a leaf and throw it to the wind. I don't see
the point of standing under that tree in that curious crowd of lookers
and listeners. But I'll go back with you if you feel compelled to
return."
''I'll bet he's got a hole cleaned nearly to the-top of that giant elm
by now," I said. "Think of that, won't you! There's never been
another day here like this one., It will be talked about after our
Solemn Old Judge Ripper has been judged by the Great Judge and
when he sleeps out on Lonesome Hill with a tall stone, maybe twenty
feet high, above his final resting place."
"He'll run into a problem on Lonesome Hill," said Nadine. "Will
his name on the stone be Jamison or Ripper?"
.
"I can't aI;lswer that," I said. "L.et's get ,back to the park. It's getting
lat:Yn the afternoon."
.
,
1:.~k inside the park, we parked and looked over to the elm. There
sat Judge Ripper in his rocking chair almost at the top of the tree. All
the leaves up through the center of the tree that had been in reaching
distance of the Judge'S long arms had been plucked. A great crowd was
still gathered beneath the tree, and the sun was setting.
"Well, I see you're back," Art ~1ullins said. "We went~ away, ate
lunch, but I had to come back." I can't forget this, can you?"
"No, I can't," I said. "How much longer will it go on?"
"Until all the names on the scroll are read/' Art said.
"Where is he with the names now?" I asked.
"Up in the twenty-first century," he replied. "There's been fighting
here. Relatives of the people whose names he's read off are here.
Sheriff Elswick has had to call in a couple of his deputies to help him ,
handle the situation."
The barren branches up through the center of the tree gave us a
good view of Solemn Judge Ripper reaching up toward the topmost
twigs, pulling the last leaves he would be ,able to reach as the names
were called. We heard names called. We watched people pushing
and shoving and 'heard them swearing at each other in the crowd beneath the tree.
"I've been here all day," said' Bonnie Madden. "I've waited to hear
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the name of my husband called. Don't guess his going to the pen and
spending ten years of his life for a crime he didn't do was important
enough for Judge Ripper to consider. 1 feel like going over there and
cutting one of the ropes and letting the chair fall with him."
"You just try that, lady," Sheriff Elswick said. "Clear out now
before 1 arrest you."
Solemn Old Judge Ripper was calling off .names-Carrie Dravenstat, Marshall Sprouse, Winnie Skaggs, Arville Deer, Charlie Coon,
and Denton Kirby.
"And now call no more names," Judge Ripper called down to
Cyrus. "I am pulling the last leaf. This leaf is for myself. The sun has
set. It's time to come down."
Our Solemn Old Judge Ripper pulled the last leaf from the topmost twig he could reach and began to spell his name. We listened
to see how he would spell it. And he spelled it'out loudly for us to
hear: "J-u-d-g-e J-o-h-n R-i-p-p-e-r." Then he looked down to us and
said, "It's the name I've earned. 1 know it's false, but there's no escape
now."
He threw the leaf on the wind and at that time a great gust, like
wind before rain, came up Big River Valley and swept the leaf out
over Big River. We watched it zigzagging on the wind-swirl until it
was a speck, and on and out of sight.
"That's the way it is, my friends," Judge Ripper said. "Lower my
rocking chair."
When his at'tendants let the chair to the ground and Cyrus untied
the sash, our Solemn Old Judge stood up.
"My day is over," he said. "You have seen and heard. 1 have no
gavel to dismiss you. 1 have only the sound of my voice. You are dismissed. Go in peacel and administer honesty and justice to your fellowman, so that when you stand before the Supreme Judge, you will
not shake and quiver. Good-by and good luck to all of you."
~

Widely recognized as a writer of stories about his native state of
Kentucky, JESSE STUART has published 29 books, the best known of which
is Man with a Bull-Tongue Plow. A poet, short story writer, novelist and
educator, his :new novel, Daughter of the Legend, is scheduled for publication this autumn by McGraw-Hill. As teacher and writer, he has traveled
in 54 countries and resided in Scotland and Egypt. His permanent residence
is in Greenup, Kentucky.•
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Poetry Contributors

~ Poet JOHN ALEXANDER ALLEN is

eluded in the Borestone Mountain i
Poetry Awards volume for 1960. The
author of several books, he was a
Fulbright Lecturer in Poetry Criticism and InterPretation at Rikkyo
University, Tokyo, in 1960-61.

a professor of . English at Hollins'
College, Virginia. His poetry has appeared in such magazines .~s Atlantic, Quartet, Sewanee 1J~iew, the
New Yorker and Saturday Review.
He says Shakespeare's work has been
the greatest influence on his own ,:.,~ A writer and editor for the Ofwriting. An artiele which is part of fice of the Los Angeles County
his volume on Shakespearian comedy Superintendent of Schools, FRANCES
will appear next year in Shakespeare;' HALL has had her poetry appear in
Quarterly.
recent issues of several magazinesContact, Southwest Review, the
Christian Science Monitor, the New
~ ETHEL BARNETI' DE VITO whose
poems have frequently appeared in York Times, among others. Her obNMQ lives in Norwood, Massachu- jective in writing is to "communisetts. Her verse has been published cate as lucidly as possibk~" She is
in Saturday Evening Post, the New not patient with "the intentionally
Yorker, American Mercury, the New obscure."
York Times, among others.
~ Artist and teacher ALEXANDRE
~ DON GEIGER'S literary career inHOGUE. is both a lit~pher and
eludes the publication of essays, painter. He has been 1"~esented in
criticism and poetry in many maga- such international exhibitions as the
zines. Now a professor of speech at~ ..Carnegie International and the
the University of California, .Berke- Venice Biennial, and in such muley, and consulting editor in speech ~jiIms as the Tate Gallery, London,
for Random House, Mr. 'Geiger's ,<t~e Museum of Modem Art, the
essays have appeared in such scholar- "i.Whitney Museum ~f American Art,
ly publications as College English,
Metropolitan Museum of Art,
the TournaI of. Aesthetics and Art~ew York-as well as museums and
Criticism; his poems, in Atlantic, galleries in 21 South and Central
Contact, the Beloit Poetry Tourp.al, American countries, Canada, PortuMassachusetts Review and Sewanee gal and Scotland. He ,was head of
Review. One of his poems was in- the department of art at the Uni-
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versity of Tulsa from 1945 through
1963 and continues to teach there.
He has, in addition, published articles in leading art magazines and
poetry in Southwest Review.
~

ROBERT HOLLANDER, an assistant
professor in European Literature at
Princeton, has, in addition to contributing poetry to Kenyon, Sewanee
and Georgia Reviews, translated
Andre Malraux's The Temptation of
the West which Vintage Press
brought out in 1961. In 1963, American Book Company published his
compilation, A Poetry Reader. He
also cootributed to the John Fitzgerald Kennedy memorial anthology,
Of Poetry and Power.
<:1

~

V. BARRETT PRICE, a previous
contributor to NMQ, is currently
Director of Education at the Human Resources Institute in Albuquerque and is working toward an
advanced degree in anthropology at
UNM. His poetry has appeared in
Desert Review, De Paul Literary
Mag~zine, Calcutta Review and
SOufJ1west Review. Three poems and
one short story have been translated
into Brazilian Portuguese. Mr. Price
has traveled widely in Europe as
well as in Mexico.
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BARRY T ARGAN, a professor at
Syracuse University, has published
poetry in University Review, Shenandoah, Beloit Poetry Joumal and
CoIIege English. A fiction piece of
his will soon appear in Prairie
Schooner. Awarded his doctoral degree at Brandeis University in 1962,
Mr. Targan taught at Texas A&M
before joining the Syracuse Universir faculty.

b

Now a student at Hollins College, in Virginia, HENRY TAYLOR'S
poems have appeared in some ten
periodicals and in anthologies. Louisiana State University Press will issue
his volume, The Horse Show at Midnight next spring; Duell, Sloan and
Pearce will include his work in its
forthcoming volume, The Girl in the
Black Raincoat. In both 1962 and
1 <154 he was awarded the Academy
of American Poets Prize.
~

Professor of English CLIFFORD
WOOD, although having spent much
of his life as a college teacher, has
regularly published poetry and reviews in many magazines. From
1957-59 he was poetry editor for
NMQ. He is now a member of the
faculty of Wisconsin State College
at Oshkosh.
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Knpwn to some as "the Cecil Rhodes of
Central America"-others called him a
pirate and a monopolist-MINoR °COOPER
KEITH helped Costa. Rica by helping himself. Keith came to Costa Rica as a young
man in 1871; within four years he had
completed a road project where many had
failed. In the next decade he built a
Costa Rican railroad system, linking the
Pacific to the Caribbean. He created, the
country'-s most important industry-the
commercial production. and export of
bananas-and founded the United Fruit
Company. In his spare time Keith collected pre-Columbian antiquities.
The author, DR. WATT STEWART,
knows Costa Rica intimately. He first
became interested in Keith 22 years ago
and completed research for this book
while there on a Guggenheim fellowship.
Former associate editor of the Hispanic
American Historical Review, he has documented this biography from contemporary materials in the Costa Rican
archives. 6x9", 232 pp. 8 photos, map
bibIiog., index, LC63-21373·
$5
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